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STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION

1. This is a reconciliation of the Standard Industrial Classification Revised 
1980 (SIC(R)) and the Standard Industrial Classification Revised 1968 (SIC(1968)).

2. SIC(R) has a different structure form the SIC(1968) which had 27 orders, 
each divided into a number of Minimum List Headings (MLH). The SIC(R) has 
10 Divisions, 60 Classes, 222 Groups and 334 Activity Headings.

3. Some of the other major differences between SIC(R) and SIC(1968) ares

a. The prominence accorded to energy producing industries which are 
grouped, together with the water supply industry, in a self contained 
Division early in the classification.

b. Slaughtering which is included within food manufacturing instead of 
with wholesale distribution.

c. Man-made fibres production is included as a class adjacent to the 
chemical industry instead of with the textile industry.

d. The revised classification draws a distinction, where possible, 
between principals and agents. This is apparent in the distributive 
trades and in financial services. In distribution, agents are classified 
separately from wholesalers who own the goods in which they deal. 
Similarly, in the financial field, a distinction is made between the 
insurance companies, which actually carry the risks, and insurance 
brokers or agents and between financial institutions, such as banks, 
building societies or investment companies, and such services as 
stockbroking or dealing in foreign exchange.

e. Open-cast coal mining is included with other coal mining, previously 
it was classified with the construction industry.

f. The manufacture of agricultural tractors is classified with that of 
agricultural machinery. Previously it was classified with vehicle 
manufacturing.

g. Marine engineering is included with mechancial engineering separate 
from shipbuilding and ship repairing.

h. The manufacture of office machinery and data processing equipment is 
represented by two activity heading in a separate class following 
mechanical engineering. Previously office machinery was classified 
to mechanical engineering and electronic data processing equipment 
to electrical engineering.

Central Statistical Office
Cabinet Office
Great George Street
London
SW1P 3AQ

30 June 1980
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STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION = RECONCILIATION OF SlC(ll) HEADINGS WITH J9M1 I HEADINGS AND SUBDIVISIONS

SIL'(lt) CORRESPONDING 
hui on sun- 
DIVISION - 

196H

sic(1960)
RI'MAIIKS

CIASS group ACTIVITY 
HEADING HEADING HEADING on PART COVERED

01 010 0100 Anriculture and Horticulture D1VISION 0 - AGRICUh'lirRE, TO1IKSTRY AND FISHING 1
0100/1 Arable farming and livestock production 001/1 Farming and stock-rearing Commercial hunting is included in this 

heading; and hop growing.

0100/2 Horticulture 001/3 Market gardening, fruit, flower and seed 
growing.

0100/j Agricultural and horticultural services 001/2 Agricultural contracting Includes landscape gardening.

02 020 0200 Forestry 002 Forestry Includes Forestry Commission recreational 
facilities. Excludes laver gathering.

01 050 0500 Fishing 00J Fishing

0300/1 Commercial sea fishing 003/1 Sea Fishing Includes seaweed collecting, cutting and 
gathering (uncultivated) but excludes 
sea-fishing for sport.

0300/2 Commercial fishing in inland waters 003/2 Fishing in inland waters
• 003/1 Pt. Fish hatchery (sea) only

002 pt. Laver gathering (cultivated)



Slil(R) CORRESPONDING 
MUI OR SUH- 
DIVISION - 

1968

SIC(1968)
REMARKS

CIASS GROUP ACTIVITY 
HEADING HEADING HEADING OR PART COVERED

11 111 Coal extraction and manufacture of solid fuels
IIVISION 1 - ENEI IGY AND WATER SUPP1.Y INDUSTRIES

11 13 Deep coal mines 101 Coal milling.
876 pt. National Coal Board; mining research 

estab] ishinent.

1114 Opencast coal working 500 pt. Opencast coal extraction.

1115 Manufacture of solid fuels 261/2 pt. Low temperature coke Excludes low tempei’ature solid fuel (not 
ovoids or briquettes) manufacture.

12 120 1200 Coke ovens -
1200/1 Colliery coke ovens )

1200/2 Iron and steel industry coke ovens ) - 261/1 Coke* excluding low temperature coke

1200/3 Other coke ovens )

1200/4 Low temperature carbonization plants 261/2 pt. Low temperature solid fuel (not ovoids or 
briquettes) manufacture.

13 130 1300 Extraction of mineral oil and natural gas 104 Petroleum and natural gas Includes oil and gas off-shore pipeline

1

laying and drilling contractor loi' off
shore oil or gas well (see SIC amendments 
1 and 2 (1977)).

14 1'10 Mineral oil processing

1401 Mineral oil refining 262 < Mlnei-ol oil refining

1402 Other treatment of petroleum products (exclud
ing petrochemicals manufacture)

263.. Lubricating oils and greases

15 152 1520 Nuclear fuel production 271/3 pt. Niiclear fuels, radio-active elements, com-
pounds and isotopes.

16 ‘Production and distribution of Electricity*
Gas and other forms of energy

161 1610 Production and distribution of electricity

1610/1 Public electricity supply 602 pt. The production and distribution of electricity.



sic(r) CORRESPONDING 
MLU OR SUB- 
DIVISION - 

1968

Sic(1968)

CLASS GROUP ACTIVITY 
HEADING HEADING HEADING OR PART COVERED

REMARKS

1610/2 Other electricity generation, 
identifiable

separately 602 pt. Generating station and power station (not for 
public supply).

162 1620 Public gas supply 601 Gas - the production and distribution of gas
163 16j0 Production and distribution of 

of energy
other forms 602 pt. District Heating plant.

603/2 pt. The supply of hydraulic power only.

17 170 1700 Water supply industry 603 Water supply Excludes the supply of hydraulic power 
............ ■ *........... ... . ..................... » «

1



Aluminium castings and forgings are 
classified to headings 3112. and 3120 
respectively.

SIC(R) CORRESPONDING
MUI or SUB
DIVISION

1968

SIC(1968)

CIASS
GROUP 1 ACTIVITY

HEADING HEADING HEADING OR PART COVERED

DIVISION 2 - EXTRA
MANUFACTURE OF

CTION OF MINERAL
METALS, MINERAL

S AND ORES OTHER THAN FUELS} 
PRODUCTS AND CHEMICALS

21 210 2100 Extraction and preparation of 109/1 Iron ore mining and quarrying.
Metalliferous ores 109/2 Other metalliferous mining and quarrying.

22 Metal manufacturing

221 2210 Iron and steel industry
(as defined in the ECSC Treaty of Paris 
1951)

311/lpt

511/2p>

Wrought iron - ECSC products only.

Steel - ECSC products only.
I

313/1*2 Basic uncrushed slag manufacture and pig 
iron manufacture.

312pt. Blast furnaces etc. in integrated tube works.

222 2220 Steel tubes 312 Steel tubes

223 Drawing, cold rolling and cold folining 
of steel

2234 Drawing and manufacture of steel wire 
and steel wire products

394pt.
399/4pt.

Wire and wire manufactures (ferrous).

Steel upholstery spring manufacturing.

2235 Other drawing, cold rolling and cold 
fonning of steel

311/2pt. Steel - products not specified in the ECSC 
treaty.

< 3H/2pt. • Corrugated iron manufacturing only. *

399/12pt. Cold formed sections of iron and steel.

224
Non-ferrous metals industry /

2245 Aluminium and aluminium alloys

2245/1 Primary and secondary aluminium and 
aluminium alloys unwrought

321pt. Aluminium and aluminium alloys - refining 
and smelting only.

2245/2 Rolled, drawn, extruded and other semi
manufactured aluminium products

321pt. Aluminium and aluminium alloys - 
manufacturing bars, sheets and other semi
manufactured products.

394pt. Aluminium wire strand, and wire manufacture.

REMARKS

Excludes areas of integrated tube works 
falling within the ECSC definition.



SIC(R) CORRESPONDING
MUI or SUB
DIVISION

1968

SIC(1968)
REMARKS

CIASS GROUP ACTIVITY 
HEADING HEADING HEADING OR PART COVERED

2246/1 Primary and secondary copper and copper
based alloys unwrought

322pt. Copper, brass and other copper alloys - 
refining and smelting only.

2246/2 Rolled, drawn, extruded and other semi
manufactured copper and copper alloy 
products

322pt. Copper, brass and other copper alloys - the 
production in copper and its alloys, bars, 
sheets, strip, foil, circles, sections, rods, 
pipes, tubes, etc.

Casting of copper and copper alloys is 
classified to heading 3112;stamping and 
pressing of copper is classified to 
heading 3120.

394pt. Copper wire, stranded wire and wire products 
(all uninsulated) manufacture.

2247 Other non-ferrous metals and their alloys

2247/1 Other base non-ferrous metals 323pt. Other base metals - smelting and refining 
lead, zinc, magnesium and titanium and manu
facturing their alloys. Manufacture of 
rolled, drawn or extruded products in these 
metals.

Production of castings is classified to 
heading 3112) production of forgings, 
stampings and pressings to heading 3120.

394pt. Wire of other than iron, steel, copper, 
aluminium, brass, nickel, cupro-nickel or 
silver.

2247/2 Precious metals 396pt. Smelting, refining, etc gold, silver and 
platinum etc including gold and silver 
bullion manufacturing.

23 Extraction of minerals, not elsewhere
specified

231 2310 Extraction of stone, clay, sand and gravel

2310/1 Slate quarrying and mining 102/2 Slate quarrying and mining

2310/2 Stone quarrying and mining 102/1 Stone quarrying and mining

2310/3 Chalk quarrying and mining 103pt. Chalk quarrying and mining only.

2310/4 Extraction and dredging of sand, pebbles 
and gravel

lOJpt. Sand and gravel pit; pebble and shingle 
dredging only.

2310/5 Gypsum quarrying and mining 109/4pt. Alabaster, anhydrite and gypsum mine or 
quarry only.

t

2310/6 Extraction of clay, kaolin and marl 103pt. Clay, china clay and fullers1 earth Earth colours extraction is classified 
under 2396. Ground china clay manufactur
ing is classified under 2450/1.
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sic(r) CORRESPONDING 
MU! or SUB- - 
DIVISION 

1968

SIC(1968)
REMARKS

CLASS GROUP ACTIVITY 
HEADING

HEADING HEADING OR PART COVERED

233 2330 Salt extraction and refining 109/3 Salt mines, brine pits, salt works Processing, packaging etc of salt is 
classified to heading 4239/9*

239 2396 Extraction of other minerals, not 
elsewhere specified

109/4pt Mining and quarrying of barytes, fluorspar, 
potassium salts etc. Ores and compounds with 
a metallic content, but which are not 
normally used for the production of metal.

Includes peat cutting and digging.

103pt Ochre pit and earth colours extraction only

24 products Fireclay sanitary ware is classified 
to heading 2489/2.241 2410 Structural clay products

\/461/2 Non-refractory goods

242 2420 Cement, lime and plaster
yyX69/2pt Building materials etc not elsewhere 

specified - manufacturing’ cement, lime 
and plaster products only.

l/464pt Cement - manufacturing calcareous 
(Portland) and aluminous cements.

243

2436

Building products of concrete, cement 
or plaster
Ready-mixed concrete v/469/2pt Ready-mixed concrete and ready-mixed 

wet mortars manufacturing.

2437 Other building products of concrete, 
cement or plaster

</z469/2pt Manufacturing of asbestos cement and asbestos 
cement products, plaster products, concrete 
products only.

244 2440 Asbestos goods

^A64pt

429/1

Cement based paint only.

Asbestos
Manufacture of automotive gaskets made 
up into sets is classified to heading 
3289/2.

245 2450

2450/1

Working of stone and other non- 
metailie minerals NES
Ground and processed minerals \/469/ Ipt 

v/469/2pt

Flint grit manufacture only.
Ground, crushed and coated stone; ground 
and prepared chalk and clay.

102pt Processed and macadam coated, limestone, 
dolomite and granite.

103pt Sand and gravel coated macadam only.

6



SIC(R) CORRESPONDING 
MUI or SUB
DIVISION 

1968

SIC(1968)
REMARKS

CLASS GROUP ACTIVITY 
HEADING HEADING HEADING OR PART COVERED

2450/2 Slate products 469/2pt Slate products only.

2450/3 Building, ornamental and funerary stonework 469/2pt Working of stone and marble only. Sculpture is classified to heading 9760.

2450/4 Other non-metallic mineral products 469/2pt Roofing and damp-proof course felts and 
mineral manufactures not elsewhere specified.

499/2pt Moss litter manufacturing only.

246 2460 Abrasive products 469/1 Abrasives Excludes flint grit which is classified 
to heading 2450/1.

247 Glass and glassware

2471 Flat glass
2471/1 Flat glass - not further worked 463/Ipt Manufacture of flat glass not further 

worked other than by surface grinding or 
polishing.

2471/2 Flat glass - further worked 463/lpt Manufacture of flat glass cut to shape and 
otherwise worked, including the manufacture 
of glass mirrors and multiple insulating 
glass.

2478 Glass containers 463/2 Gias, containers. Excludes vacuum flasks and inners which 
are classified under the heading 2479/5*

2479 Other glass products

2479/1 Domestic and ornamental glassware 463/lpt Manufacture of glassware for ornamental, 
table and culinary purposes.

2479/2 Glass envelopes and illuminating glass
ware

463/ipt Manufacture of glass tubing (for electric 
light), lamp glasses and glass envelopes 
for lamp bulbs.

2479/3 Glass tubing and scientific glassware 463/lpt Manufacture of glass tubing, glass rods, 
scientific and medical glassware.

Glass thermometers and similar scientific 
instruments are classified to heading 
3710. Tubular glass containers, including 
ampoules are classified to heading 2478*

2479/4 Glass fibre and glass fibre products 463/J pt Manufacturing glass fibre roving, mat, 
chopped strand and roving and thermal 
insulating materials.

276/1 pt Glass fibre sheet manufacturing only.

2479/5 . Other glass products 463/lpt Glass brick, optical glass, spectacle 
glass and other miscellaneous glass 
manufacturing.

7



sic(r) CORRESPOND!NG 
MUI or SUB
DIVISION 

1968

SIC(1968)
REMARKS

cuss GROUP ACTIVITY 
HEADING HEADING HEADING OR PART COVERED

463/2pt. Vacuum jar and vacuum flask (complete) manu
facturing only.

248 Refractory and ceramic goods

2'181 Refractory goods 461/1 Refractory goods

2489 Ceramic goods

2489/1 Glazed earthenware tiles 462/2pt. Glazed earthenware tiles only.

2489/2 Ceramic sanitaryware 462/2pt. Sanitary earthenware only.

2489/3 Domestic china and other pottery 462/3pt. Other chino and earthenware - ceramic ware 
for the preparation and serving of food and 
drink) and ceramic ornamental ware.

2489/4 Other ceramic goods 462/lpt. Ceramic insulator, and electrical fittings 
and furniture of ceramic.

Ceramic jewellery is classified to 
heading 4910/3.

25 Chemical industry

462/3pt.

461/2pt.

Other china and earthenware.

Clay flower pot and bacteria bed tile 
manufacturing only.

Ceramic colours and glaze are classified 
to 2551.

251 Basic industrial chemicals

2511 Inorganic chemicals except industrial , 271/1 Inorganic chemicals
gases

271/3pt. Hydrosulphite manufacturing; radio active 
isotopes (other than of Uranium or Plutonium) 
manufac tilling.

Industrial gases (including carbon 
dioxide) are classified to heading 2567*

2771>t. Zinc oxide (not containing lead) manufacturing, 
white lead (not in paste form) and synthetic 
iron oxide manufacturing only.

,278pt. Ammonia used for agricultural purposes only.

2512 Basic organic chemicals except specialised 
pharmaceutical chemicals

,271/2 Organic chemicals (including organic gases - 
except acetylene which is classified to 2567; 
and the methane group gases produced at oil 
refineries which are classified to heading 
1401).

Refined coal tar products are classified 
to heading 2567. Phaimaceutical chemi
cals and preparations are classified to 
heading 2570. Pesticide preparations to 
heading 2568. Dyestuffs to heading 2516 
and perfume and flavour chemicals to 
heading 2564

J171/3pt. Plasticisers, mixed or unmixed only.
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sic(r) CORRESPONDING 
MUI or SUB
DIVISION 

1968

SIC(1968)
REMARKS

CLASS GROUP ACTIVITY 
HEADING HEADING HEADING OR PART COVERED

2515 Fertilizers 278 Fertilizers - manufacturing or compounding of 
artificial fertilizers.

2514 Synthetic resins and plastics materials ^276/1 pt 

272/2pt

, 279/3pt

Synthetic resins and plastics materials only.

Cellulose acetate and Cellulose ester manu
facture and ether ester manufacture.

Cellulose nitrate manufacturing only.

Regenerated cellulose film is classified 
to heading 4832. Glass fibre sheet is 
classified under heading 2479/4. Lamin
ated plastics materials is classified to 
heading 4835 and profile shapes of 
plastics materials to 4832.

2515 Synthetic rubber ' ^276/2 Synthetic rubber

2516 Dyestuffs and pigments z 277pt Dyestuffs and pigments Synthetic iron oxide manufacturing is 
classified to heading 2511*

271/3pt Dyes and colours for food drink and 
cosmetics only.

255 Paints, varnishes and printing ink

2551 Paints, varnishes and painters1 fillings z274
z 271/3pt

Paint
Ceramic colours and glaze and vitreous 
enamel frits manufacturing only.

Pigment colours are classified to 
heading 2516. Cement based paints are 
classified to 2437 and sealants to 2562.

2552 Printing ink 279/5
/■

Printing ink Manufacture of printers1 rollers and 
roller compositions is classified to 
heading 4812.

256 Specialised chemical products mainly for 
industrial and agricultural purposes

2562 Formulated adhesives and sealants z~ 279/2 Fonnulated adhesives, gelatine etc. Unfonnulated synthetic resin adhesives 
are classified to heading 2514.

2563 Chemical treatment of oils and fats 275pt Manufacture of the primary products of 
speim oil (including higher fatty 
alcohols) stearine and glycerine. Fat 
splitting and distillation.

Recovery of fat is classified to heading 
4126/1. The manufacture of candles, 
nightligits and tapers is classified to 
2599.

2564 Essential mils and flavouring materials ~ 271/3pt Essential oils and essences manufacturing 
(other than turpentine) Compound flavour 
and perfume compound manufacturing. 
Natural material and synthetic chemicals 
used in flavours and perfumes manufacturing.

The manufacture of spirit of turpentine 
is classified to heading 2567•

2565 Explosives 279/3pt

499/12pt

Explosives and fireworks.

Firelighter and incandescent mantle manu
facturing only.

The filling of bombs and shell cases and 
the manufacture of live ammunition is 
classified to heading 3290. Cellulose 
nitrate manufacture is classified to 
heading 2514.

9



sic(r) CORRESPONDING 
MUI or SUB
DIVISION 

1968

SIC(1968)

REMARKS

CLASS GROUP ACTIVITY 
HEADING HEADING HEADING OR PART COVERED

2567 Miscellaneous chemicals for industrial use XJ7l/5pt Chemicals with a specific industrial end
purpose only.

279/lpt Waxes prepared for use in industry only.

v 271/lpt Carbon dioxide, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, 
rare gas, and fullers’ earth (activated) 
manufacturing only.

2568

2569

Formulated pesticides

Adhesive film* cloth and foil

271/2pt

X
279/4

•491/2pt

Acetylene, refined coal tar, resin size and 
wood tar manufacturing only.

Formulated pesticides etc

Adhesive tape, cable cloth, cellulose or 
pressure sensitive adhesive tape, adhesive 
labels of plastic or cellulose manufacturing 
only.
Cloth insulating tape only.

Manufacture of adhesive paper is classi
fied to heading 4728. Manufacture of 
surgical adhesive plaster and bandages 
is classified to 2570-

•
2570 Pharmaceutical products 272

279/6pt

Pharmaceutical chemicals and preparations.

Medicated surgical dressings, plasters and 
bandages, surgical sutures, cotton wool etc 
only.

Sanitary towels are classified to 
heading 4722.

279/4pt Disinfectant manufacturing and sheep and 
cattle dressings manufacturing only.

353/lpt Dental filling and dental cement manufact
uring only.

258

2581

Soap and toilet preparations

Soap and synthetic detergents 275pt Manufacturing soaps, soap powder, soap 
flakes, shaving soap or cream, soapless detere
gents, scouring preparations only.

2582 Perfumes* cosmetics and toilet preparations 273 Toilet preparations

275pt Shampoos only.

259 Specialized chemical products mainly for 
household and office use

10



SIC(ll) COR1USSPONDING 
Ml JI or SUB
DIVISION 

1998

Sic(1968)
REMARKS

CIASS GROUP ACTIVITY 
HEADING HEADING HEADING OR PART COVERED

2591 Photographic materials and chemicals X 279/7 Photochemical materials Manufacture of unformulated photo
chemicals is classified to heading 
2511 (eg ammonium persulphate and 
mercuric chloride). Manufacture of 
unsensitized photographic film is 
classified to heading 4832.

2599 Chemical products not elsewhere specified 275pt Candle and night light manufacturing only. Manufacture of waxes and foundry 
preparations is classified to heading

279/1 Manufacture of polishes 2567.

279/'*pt Household deodorizer manufacturing only.

271/3pt Food preservative manufacturing only.

Z~j6V5pt Unrecorded magnetic tape only.

26 260 2600 Production of man-made fibres Ml Production of man-made fibres.

---------------—------------------ -------------- _____________—----------------------- —---
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sic(1968)
sic(r) REMARKS

HEADING OR PART COVEREDHEADINGGROUPCLASS

DIVISION J - METAL GOODS, ENGINEERING AND VEHICLES INDUSTRIES

31

Foundries311
Ferrous metal foundries3111

Aluminium and aluminium die casting only.32 J ptNon-ferrous metal foundries3112

322pt
die casting only.

323pt

and stampingForging, pressing3120312

399/12pt

spings; non-precision chains313

3137

3933137/1

ACTIVITY
HEADING

Bolts, nuts, etc; 
metals treatment

399/12pt 
3H/2pt

313/3
313/'<
3H/2pt

This heading includes non-ferrous base 
metal casting and founding.

321pt
322pt
323pt
399/5

base metal castings and Britannia 
founding only.

Bolts, nuts, washers, rivets, springs and 
non-precision chains

Manufacturing of wire nails is excluded 
and classified to heading 2234OBolts, nuts, etc; screws, washers, 

rivets etc.

Drop forgings, drop stampings of iron and 
steel.

Engineers castings.
Other iron castings.
Steel castings and roll for rolling mill and 
rolling mill train (not machined) manufactu
ring.

Drop stamping,forging and engineers stampings 
and pressings (base non-ferrous metals) only.

Cold pressing and stamping (of base metals), 
engineers stampings, and pressings (ferrous 
metals) perforated and expanded metal 
manufacturing only.

CORRESPONDING
MUI OR 

SUB-DJVISION 
19<>8

Other 
metal 
Bell Founding etc. 
Heavy steel forging, steel hammer forging and 
steel axle (railway and tramway) manufacturing 
only.

Bronze founding (general) and copper or copper 
alloy

Bolts, nuts, screws, rivets, nails (pot wire), 
tacks and staples.

Manufacture of metal goods not elsewhere 
specified

12



sic(r) CORRESPONDING 
MUI OR 

SUB-DIVISION 
1968

SIC(1968)
REMARKS

CLASS GROUP
ACTIVITY
HEADING HEADING HEADING OR PART COVERED

3137/2 Springs 399/hpt Springs
Manufacture of watch springs is classified 
to heading 3760; furniture springs to

396pt Heavy wire manufactures only. heading 3166; and motor vehicle suspension 
springs to heading 3530.

3137/3 Non-precision chains 399/12pt Non-precision chain manufacturing only.

3138 Heat and surface treatment of metals, 
including sintering 399/11 Metal finishing including sintering of metals.

Includes aluminium shop fronts and 
entrances.316 31'12 Metal doors, windows etc 399/2 Metal windows and door frames.

399/12pl Metal railing manufacturing and metal grills 
(not cast) manufacturing only.

361/6pt Metal hut and shed manufacturing only.

316
3161

Hand tools and finished metal goods

Hand tools and implements

Agricultural hand tools 391 pt Manufacture of agricultural, horticultural Includes secateurs.
3161/1 and foresters* hand tools only*

392pt Agricultural and horticultural knife 
manufacturing only.

316/2 Other hand tools 391pt Builders, carpenters, engineers, mechanics 
and other industrial hand tools only*

Other hard tipped metal tools and hack
saw blades are classified to heading 
3222/2 and engineers’ measuring tools
(eg micrometers ) are classified to 3710.

390pt Pipe cutter manufacturing only.

392pt Manufacture of knife edged cutting tools for 
use in the hand; and industrial knives.

Knives for use in industrial machines 
including guillotine and shear blades 
are classified to heading 3222.

3162 Cutlery, spoons, forks and similar

3162/1

tableware; razors
Cutlery, spoons, forks and similar tableware 392pt Cutlery, spoons, forks and plated tableware 

etc.
Agricultural and industrial knives are 
excluded and classified to heading 3161. 
Articles of precious metal are excluded 
and classified to heading 6910. Surgi
cal cutlery is classified to 3720.

13



SIC(ll) COJUIKS PONDING
HUI OR 

SIIH-DI VISION
I9<»H

S1C(1968)
RI'MARKS

cuss tiwiur
ACTIVITY 
HEADING HEADING HEADING OR PART COVERED

3162/2 Razors and razor blades 392pl Razor and razor blade manufacturing only.

3163 Metal storage vessels (anl»ly uun-lndustrial)

399/7 Metul bins, cisterns, coal bunkers, fuel 
bunkers and galvanised tanks only*

Ilins, tanks and bunkers in metal over 
3mm thickness are classified to heading 
3205.

3164 Packaging products of motai

3164/1 Metal cans and boxes 395 Cans and metal boxes*

*
32lpl Aluminium collapsable packaging tube 

manufacturing only.

3164/2 Metal keys, drums and barrels 399/7pt Manufacturing and reconditioning metal kegs, 
drums, barrels, casks, and milk churns*

3164/3 Metallic closures 399/10 Metallic closures*

3164/4 Foil packaging goods 395pt Aluminium foil containers and packaging goods*

321 |U- Manufuclure of aluminium foil laminates and 
the laminates of other metals) metal cooking 
foil and kitchen foil) also foil decorated, 
embuHsed or cut to size*

3164/5 Other packaging products of metal W)/7pt Mittiil cable drum manufacturing and metnl roll 
for cubic, hose etc manufacturing only.

399/12pt ’ Metal pallet and metal stillage manufactu
ring* Tensional steel strapping*

3165 Domestic healing and cooking appliances 399/12pt

399/9

Manufacture of oil and solid-fuelled heating 
and cooking appliances only*

Domestic gas appliances for cooking and 
heating*

Excluding central heating systems which 
are classified to heading 3284/2 and’ 
appliances wholly or mainly of cast iron 
classified to heading 31U>

3166 Metal furniture and safes

3166/1 Metul furniture 399/1 Metal furniture. Includes shelving and racking (including 
lateral filing and library shelving).

399/4pt Upholotereru and muttreaa springs only.

3166/2 Safes etc 399/3pt Manufacture of safes, strong rooms, strong 
room doors, cash and deed boxes and similar 
security equipment only*
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3167 Domestic and similar utensils of metal 399/6pt. Manufacture of domestic holloware only eg. 
kettles, teapots, cookware, bakeware etc except 
dustbins.

592pt. Metal tableware (not of precious metals) eg. 
butter-dishes, candelabra, serving dishes, tea
sets and toast racks etc only.

399/l2pt. Pot scourers, steel wool and other finished 
metal goods and hardware for domestic and 
similiar use (other than domestic electric 
appliances).

3169 Finished metal products, not elsewhere 
specified.

3169/1 locks etc. 399/3pt. Manufacture of locks (excluding time locks) pad
locks, latches, and parts thereof and keys and 
blanks.

Motor vehicle locks are classified to 
heading 3530.

382pt. Locks for motorcycles etc.

3169/2 Needles, pins, and other metal small ware. 399/Spi. Needles, pins and other metal small-wares eg. 
buckles, bag clasps, snap and zip fasteners.

Gramophone needles are excluded from 
this heading. Fish hooks are classified 
to heading 4942.

3169/3 Base metal fittings and mountings for 
furniture, builders1 joinery, leather and 
travel goods, not elsewhere specified.

399/12pt. Base metal door, window, suitcase and furni
ture fittings; brackets clothes hooks, curtain 
rails and runners, door and window catches, 
hinges and wall mounting etc.

399/fpt. Metal carpet clips (fittings) only.

3169/4 Miscellaneous finished metal products, not 
elsewhere specified.

399/12pt. Making anchors, grapnels, drags, shackles, crane 
hooks and metal ladders; manufacturing hand 
trucks, wheelbarrows, primarily of metal. Metal, 
sanitary ware and plumbing, fixtures and fittings 
(excluding tanks and cisterns).

Non-precision chains for vehicles are 
classified to heading 3137/3* General 
sheet metal working in base metals is 
included, but the production of non
ferrous hot stampings and pressings, and 
the cold pressing, stamping and piercing 
base metals are excluded and classified 
under heading 3120. Mechanical lighters 
of all kinds and parts are classified 
to 4959*

1
339/9pt. Fire extinguisher (hand held) only.
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CIASS GROUP ACTIVITY

HEADING HEADING

32 Mechanical Engineering
320

3204
Industrial plant and steelwork
Fabricated constructional steelwork

341/4 p‘.
I

3204/1 For buildings

3204/2 For civil engineering works 341/4 pt.

3205 Boilers and process plant fabrication
3205/1 Boilers and boilerhouses plant 361/1

341/2 pt.
341/2pt.

5205/2 Process plant fabrications 361/5 pt.

3205/3 Other heavy fabricated steelwork in plate 341/5 pt.

321
3211

Agricultural machinery and tractors
Agricultural machinery

3211/1 Soil preparation and cultivating machinery 33t pt.

3211/2 Harvesting and threshing machinery 331 pt.

3211/3 Dairy feed processing and other agricultural 33.1 pt.

SIC(1968)

HEADING OR PART COVERED
REMARKS

Constructional steelwork - Manufacturing 
structural iron and steelwork for buildings only 
(including similar work in other metals) and 
prefabricated buildings of steel and other 
metals.
Manufacturing sectional structural steelwork for 
oil production platforms and for offshore oil 
exploration platforms. Manufacturing steel 
fabrications for civil engineering works includ
ing bridges, viaducts, tunnels, docks, jetties, 
towers and steel shuttering (similar work in 
metals other than steel is included).

Bridge steelwork is classified under 
heading 3204/2. Steel sheet piling is 
classified to heading 2210 and tubular 
welded piling to heading 3205/3-

Specialists involved in the erection of 
fixed platforms are classified to 5020; 
manufacture, of complete floating oil rigs 
to 3610/1. Flotation vessels and other 
fabrications of plate for offshore oil 
exploration and production platforms are 
classified to 3205/3- 4

Boilers and boilerhouse plant
Process beater manufacturing only.
Nuclear Fuel Plant Manufacturing only.

Manufacturing process pressure vessels, heat 
exchangers, condensers, and similar process 
fabrications (including those for processing 
nuclear fuels).
Manufacturing bunkers, silos, fabricated 
pipes, chimneys, bins and hoppers and other 
heavy fabricated steelwork of plate Including 
flotation vessels and other fabrications of 
plate for oil exploration and production plat
forms only.

Ducts, storage tanks and water towers of 
steel plate are classified to heading 
3205/3. Marine boilers and space heating 
boilers are classified to headings 3289 
and 3284 respectively.
Fabrications in metals other than steel 
and incorporating other materials are 
included. Food, drink and agricultural 
equipment are excluded.
Imbrications in other metals and incor
porating other materials are included. 
Bins tanks and bunkers in metal under 
3m.m. are classified to heading 3163-

Ploughs, harrows, fertilizer distribution 
and other soil preparation and cultivation 
machines only.
Manufacturing root-crop harvesters, hay and 
silage making machines, combine harvesters 
and bale handlers.
Manufacturing milking machines, farm eleva
tors and conveyors and other agricultural 
machinery not elsewhere specified.

Includes tractor hoes and tractor ploughs 
but not tractors which are classified to 
heading 3212.

Industrial dairy machinery and grain pro
cessing machinery are classified to heading 
3244/1. Mowers for lawns, parks and sports 
grounda are classified to heading 3286/1.
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3212 Wheeled tractors 380 Wheeled tractor manufacturing. Track laying tractors are classified to 
3254/1| industrial tractors to 3255/5* 
Road tractors solely for tractor-trailers <• 
combinations are classified to heading 
3510/2. Accessories for agricultural Me 
and for construction equipment are classi
fied to headings 3211 and 3254 respectively

322 |
1

Metal-working machine tools and engineers1 
tools

5221 Metal-working machine tools •

3221/1 Metal cutting machine tools 332/1

332/4 pl.

Metal-cutting machine tools.

Other physico-chemical process cutting and 
working machines.

Tube mill plant manufacturing is classified 
to heading 3286/2.

3221/2 Metal forming machine tools 332/2 pt. Metal forming machine tools.

332/4 pt. High energy rate forming machine manufacture 
only.

3222 Engineers1 small tools

3222/1 Hard tipped and other metal cutting tools 390 pt.v Menufar.turing diamond and hard metal tipped 
tools, tool tips, dies and die pellets, twist 
drills, machine saws, milling cutters, lathe 
tools, planer tools, threading dies and taps 
etc.

392 pt. Knives for use in industrial machines includ
ing guillotine and shear blades.

391 pt Machine saw blades for cutting wood including 
wood cutting handsaw and circular saw blades.

3222/2 Press tools

I

390 pt J Moulds, dies and other press tools only. Includes moulds and dies for working 
rubber, plastics or glass but excludes 
foundry moulds (classified to heading 
3286/2) and hard metal dies (3222/1).

3222/3 1 Other engineers1 small tools 390 pt.y Manufacturing chucks, jigs, fixtures and 
other tool and work holders etc.
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3230 Textile machinery

3230/1 For processing fibres 335 pt. Manufacturing textile spinning and winding 
machinery and other machinery for extruding 
and processing textile fibres, filaments and 
tapes•

5230/2 For producing fabrics and. carpets 335 pt. Manufacturing machines for producing fabrics 
and carpets.

Machines for preparing yarns for use on 
these machines in this heading are inclu
ded and all auxiliary machinery.

3230/3 Finishing and other textile machinery 335 pt. Manufacturing textile printing and dyeing 
machinery; and machinery for bleaching and 
finishing; and other textile processing 
machinery not elsewhere specified.

All auxiliary machinery is included.

3230/4 Accessories 335 pt. Textile machinery accessories such as bob
bins, combs, reeds, rollers, shuttles, 
silver cans, spindles, spools and teasel 
rods etc.

Accessories made wholly of cardboard are 
excluded from this heading.

324 Machinery for the food, chemical and related 
industries: process engineering contractors

3244 Food, drink and tobacco processing machinery 
and packaging and bottling machinery

3244/1 Food and drink processing machinery 339/7)t Food and drink processing machinery Includes industrial dairy equipment.

341/2 pt. Grain processing machinery and plant manu
facturing only.

339/9 pt. Oil (other than mineral) or fat machinery 
for the food industries and plantation (inclu
ding tea plantation machinery).

3244/2 Packaging and bottling machinery 339/8 Packaging and bottling machinery Combined processing and packaging or 
bottling plant is excluded and classified 
under the processing industry.

3244/3 Tobacco processing machinery 339/9 pt. Cigar making, cigarette making and tobacco 
processing machinery manufacturing only.
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3245 Chemical industry machinery: furnaces and 
kilns: gas, water and waste treatment plant

3245/1 Chemical industry machinery 339/9pt Manufacture of machinery used in the chemical, 
petro—chemical and oil refining industries 
such as centrifuges, drying machines, filter 
presses, industrial mixing equipment, 
tahletting and pelleting presses and pulveris
ing machinery and plant.

3245/2 Furnaces and kilns 341/2pt Manufacturing furnaces, ovens and kilns for 
the manufacture of metals, lime, cement etc 

' only.

Electrically fired types are included

3245/3 Gas, water and waste treatment plant 341/2pI Manufacture of air and gas cleansing plant; 
manufacturing water, effluent and sewage 
treatment plant; manufacture of refuse 
disposal plant including incineration.

J24(> Process engineering contractors 341/3 Process plant engineering contractors.

325

3251

Milling machinery: construction and 
mechanical handling equipment

Mining machinery 339/1 Mining machinery. Mineral crushings, pulverising and 
screening plant is classified to Heading 
3254/2:. Mine railway equipment is 
classified to Heading 3620

3254 Construction and earth moving equipment

3254/1 Earth moving equipment 336pt Manufacturing excavating and earth—moving 
equipment such as excavators, crawler 
tractors, dozers, graders, scrapers, 
shovel loaders and dumpers only.

5254/2 Equipment for coherete, crushing and 
screening, and road works

336pt Manufacturing roadmaking and maintenance 
equipment such as asphalt mixing and laying 
machines , road rollers and concrete mixers $ 
quarry crushing and screening plant.

3254/3 Pile driving, well drilling and other 
construction equipment

336pt Pile drivers etc

3255 Mechanical lifting and handling equipment •?

3255/1 Conveyors, aerial ropeways, hoists and 
handling plant ___________

337/1 Conveyors, aerial ropeways etc
-----------------------—---- ----------
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3255/2 Cranes and transporters 337/2 Cranes and transporters

3255/3 Lifts and escalators 337/3 Lifts and escalators

3255/4 Lifting and winding devices 337/4 Lifting and winding devices

3255/5 Powered industrial trucks 337/5 Powered industrial trucks and industrial
tractors

J26 Mechanical power transmission equipment

3261 Precision chains and other mechanical power
transmission equipment

3261/1 Precision chains 349/2 Precision chains

3261/2 Plain hearings and hushes 349/lpt Plain bearings and bush (for bearing) 
manufacturing only*

Other bearings are classified to heading
3262

3261/3 Other including gears and gear boxes 349/ 3pt Gears, gear boxes, pulley wheels, camshafts, 
Clutches, fly wheels, crankshafts and

Gears, clutches and engine parts for motor 
vehicles and wheeled tractors are

mechanical power transmission plant classified to headings 3530 and 3212
manufacturing only. respectively
Geared Motor Unit Manufacturing. Plain bearings are classified to heading 

3261/23262 Ball, needle and roller hearings 349/lpt Ball, needle and roller bearings manufacV- 
turing only •

327 Machinery for the printing, paper, wood,
1pother, rubber, glas^ and related industries 
laundry and dry cleaning machinery

3275 Machinery for working wood, rubber, plastics,
leather; and making paper, glass, bricks and 
similar materials; laundry and dry cleaning 
machinery

3.275/1 Woodworking machineiy 339/9pt Woodworking machinery (including veneer, ply
wood and chipboard machinery) manufacturing.

Machine saw blades for cutting wood are 
classified to heading 3222/1

3275/2 Rubber and plastics working machinery 339/9pt Manufacturing rubber and plastics working 
machineiy only.

Moulds and dies for working rubber or 
plastics are classified to heading 3222/2

3275/3 Leatherwork and footwear making and 339/9pt Manufacturing, tanning and leatherworking 
machinery, including boot and shoe making

Excludes sewing machines which are 
classified to heading 3286/3

repairing machinery and repairing machinery

3275/4 Paper making machinery 339/9pt Manufacturing pulp and paper and board 
(excluding chipboard) making machinery only

Paper and board working machinery is 
classified to heading 327b

3275/5 Glass and brick making and similar machinery 339/9pt Machines for malting and working glass, bricks, 
tiles, cement blocks and concrete blocks,

Electric lamp making machines are included

pottery and other ceramics
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3275/6 Laundry and dry cleaning machinery 339/9pt Laundry machinery (other than electrical 
domestic) and dry cleaning machinery only

Machines for textile finishing are 
classified to heading 3230/3

3276 Printing, bookbinding and paper goods 339/2 Printing, bookbinding and paper goods machinery
machinery

338pt Offset litho printing machinery (office type)
only

328 Other machinery and mechanical equipment

3281 Internal combustion engines (except for road
vehicles wheeled tractors primarily for 
agricultural purposes and aircraft) and
other prime movers

Gas turbines (industrial engines) 
’ including those for rail vehicles are3281/1 Industrial internal combustion engines 334/lpt J- Internal combustion engines (industrial)
classified to heading 3281/3

3281/2 Marine engines 37O/2pt Marine engines only Boilers (marine engineering) are 
classified to heading J289/1 us is
marine steering gear.

3281/3 Other prime movers 334/lptz Gas turbine (industrial engine) only

334/2 Z Other prime movers

3283 Compressors and fluid power equipment

3283/1 Compressors 333/3- Compressors

3283/2 Oil hydraulic equipment 335/M>t Fluid power equipment (hydraulic)

3283/3 Pneumatic control equipment 333/'«pl

333/2pt

Fluid power equipment (pneumatic)

Valve for pneumatic control equipment manu-

3284 Refrigerating machinery, space heating, 
ventilating and air conditioning equipment

factoring only.

3284/1 Refrigerating machinery 339/3 Refrigerating machinery (except domestic type 
refrigerators and deep freeze units)

Refrigerated lorries and railway waggons are classified to headings 3510/2 and 
3620/2 respectively

3284/2 Space heating equipment 339/'*pt Space heating equipment only Excludes domestic appliances up to and 
including 3 kw
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3284/3 Fans and other ventilating equipment 339Apt Manufacturing equipment for ventilation 
only including industrial fans, hoods, 
cowls and ducting

328'1/4 Air conditioning equipment 339Apt Manufacturing air conditioning and dust 
extraction systems only

Air treatment and distribution equipment 
is included

3284/5 Burners 369/3pt Oil fuel and other burner manufacturing 
only

399/9pt Gas burner manufacturing only

3285 Scales, weighing machinery and portable 
power tools

3285/1 Scales and weighing machinery 339/5 Scales and weighing machinery

3285/2 Portable power tools 339/6 Portable power tools

3286 Other industrial and commercial machinery

3286/1 Industrial and commercial machinery and 
service equipment

339/9pt Non-electronic testing machines and equipment, 
automatic slot machines, garage equipment, fire 
extinguishing apparatus, hand powered and 
tractor operated mowers for lawns, parks and 
sports grounds only; carpet sweepers, dish
washing and sewing machines

3286/2 Machinery for foundries and rolling mills 339/9pt Manufacturing metallurgical rolling mills and 
founding and die-casting machinery only

3286/3 Other manufacturing machinery and 
mechanical equipment n.e.s

339/9pt Battery, cable and rope making machines; metal 
spraying and paint spraying machines; wire 
coiling and wire weaving machines; shot 
blasting and other industrial cleaning machines 
and other manufacturing equipment not elsewhere 
specified

3287

3288

Pumps

Industrial valves

333/1

333/2p-t

Pumps
Valves - excluding those for tyres, motor 
engines, fluid power equipment and electronic 
valves

Special valves for hydraulic or pneumatic 
control equipment are classified to 
heading 3283/2 and 3283/3 respectively

3289

3289/1

Mechanical, marine and precision engineering 
n»e»s.
Marine engineering 37O/2pt Manufacturing auxiliary marine machinery 

(other than engines and turbines)
Marine boilers are included here
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3'*9/3pt Diving apparatus (excluding breathing equip
ment) manufacturing and decompression chamber 
manufacturing only*

3'289/2 Precision components for engines and 
machinery nes 349/3pt Manufacturing precision components common to 

engines and machinery eg pistons, gaskets, 
lubricators*

3289/3 Mechanical engineering nes 332/3pt Manufacturing all types of gas welding, braz
ing, soldering and cutting machinery and 
equipment and flame-cutting machines*

Electric welding equipment is classified 
to heading 3435*

349/3P1 Valves for tyres manufacturing and rolls of 
iron or steel manufacturing*

341/5pt Scaffolding manufacturing*

384pt Railway track and railway signalling equip
ment*

329 3290 Ordnance, small arms and ammunition*

3290/1 Ordnance and small arms 342pt Manufacturing guns, machine guns, mortars, 
rifles, pistols, revolvers, sporting guns, 
air rifles etc only.

279/3pt Filling shell cases, bombs etc*

3290/2 Ammunition 342pt Manufacturing torpedoes, shell-cases and 
components, bomb cases and components, cases 
and components for small arms ammunition.

3290/3 Tracked armoured fighting vehicles 342pt Tanks and other tracked fighting vehicles, 
and their components only*

33 330 Manufacture of office machinery and

3301

data processing equipment

Office machinery 338 Office machinery Offset litho duplicating machines are 
classified to heading 3276. Document 
copiers and microfilm equipment are 
classified to heading 3733? facsimile 
transmission machines to 3443.

3302 Electronic data processing equipment 366

364|>t

Electronic data processing equipment
Computer memory planes and stacks only.
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CLASS

34

GROUP ACTIVITY 
HEADING HEADING

Electrical and electronic engineering

3410

3420
3420/1

Insulated wires and cables

Basic electrical equipment

Machinery for generating and transmit
ting electric power

Switchgear and control gear

3420/3 Other basic electrical equipment

343

3'132
3'»32/l

3432/2

3433

3434

3435

Electrical equipment for industrial use 
and batteries and accumulators

Batteries and accumulators

Primary batteries

Secondary batteries

Alarms and signalling equipment

Electrical equipment for motor vehicles, 
cycles and aircraft

Electrical equipment for industrial use, 
not elsewhere specified

CORRESPONDING 
MLH OR 

SUB-DIVISION 
1968 HEADING OR PART COVERED

Insulated wires and cables

36I/I

361/2pt

361/2pt

361/3

369/5pt

Machinery for generating, transmitting and 
distributing electric power

Switchgear and control gear

Bus bar manufacturing only.
Manufacturing electric motors (including 
electric traction motors and transmission 
equipment and associated rectifiers) and 
other electrical machinery.
Manufacturing electrical wiring accessories 
such as lampholders, ceiling roses, plugs 
and.sockets, switches, etc.

369/2

369/3

367/1
369/5pt
384pt .
369/1

369/4pt

332/3P1

Primary batteries
Secondary batteries (accumulators)

Alarms and signalling equipment
Electric bell (not telephone) manufacturing only 
Railway signalling equipment (electric) only.

Electrical equipment for motor vehicles, cycles 
and aircraft
Flashlight cases of all types adapted for use 
on eyeleg,complete and parts
Manufacture of electrical welding and solder
ing equipment only.

REMARKS

Bus bar manufacturing is classified to 
3420/3.

Time switches are classified to heading 
3740.

Manufacture of spark—erosion machine tools 
etc is classified to heading 3221/1. 
Commercial refrigerating machinery is 
classified to heading 3284/1. Manufacture 
of lasers is classified to heading 3732 
but the manufacturing of laser systems 
are included here. Gas welding equipment 
is classified to heading 3289/3.
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_^,554pt Ultrasonic welding equipment only.

}68pt Vacuum cleaner manufacturing (industrial and 
commercial) and commercial electric cooking 
equipment (not industrial food preparation 
equipment) only.

561pt Battery charger manufacturing only.

469/2pt Electrical carbon or graphite articles only.

567/2pt Cyclotron, particle accelerator and dieletric 
heating equipment manufacture only.

541/2pt Industrial electrochemical apparatus etc only.

552/4pt Ultrasonic welding, brazing and soldering 
equipment only.

Ultrasonic cutting equipment is classified 
to heading 5221/1.

544

5441

Telecommunication equipment, electrical 
measuring equipment, electronic capital 
goods and passive electronic components.

Telegraph and telephone apparatus and equip
ment.

565pt
565/2

Telegraph and telephone apparatus and equipment. 
Public Broadcast Equip Manufacturing.

Ground station manufacturing for relay 
satellite communications is classified to 
heading 3^3 •

5442 Electrical instruments and control systems. __ 55'i/2pt Other scientific and industrial instruments and 
systems (of an electric or electronic nature 
only for the function of measurement and control)

551pt Exposure meter (photo-electric and electric) 
manufacturing and light meter manufacturing only.

5445 Radio and electronic capital goods 567/2 Other radio, radar and electronic capital goods. Gyroscopes and magnetic compasses are 
classified to heading 3710.

565pt Ground station manufacturing for relay 
satellite communications only.

5444 Components other than active components, 
mainly for electronic equipment.

564/5pt Manufacturing resistors, capacitators, inductors, 
transformers, switches, relays and printed 
circuits for electronic equipment, circuit 
protection devices for telecommunications.

Specialised cases and racking etc for 
these appliances is included.

569/4pt Permanent magnets other than steel only.

545 Other electronic equipment.
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3452 Gramophone records and pre-recorded tapes. 365/1

3453 Active components and electronic sub
assemblies.

3453/1 Active components 364/lpt

364/2pt

__ 354/lpt

3453/2 Sub-assemblies and components mainly for 
electronic consumer goods.

364/3pt

364/2pt

34 54 Electronic consumer goods and other electro
nic equipment not elsewhere specified.

3454/1 Electronic consumer goods. 365/2

54/2 Other electronic equipment not elsewhere 367/2pt
specified. 364/1 pt

346 3460 Domestic-type electric appliances 368

347 3470 Electric lamps and other electric lighting 
equipment.

369/4pt3470/1 Electric lamp bulbs and tubes.

3470/2 Other electric lighting equipment. 369/4pt

369/5pt

348 3480 Electrical equipment installation -

SIC(1968)

HEADING OH PART COVERED

Gramophone records and tape recordings.

REMARKS

Valves and other active componmts.

Integrated circuits.
Light emitting and light sensitive devices 
(incl.diodes, photocells etc).

Manufacturing sound reproduction components! 
the manufacture of electronic components for 
equipment classified to heading 365/2; the 
manufacture of tape decks (other than those 
for use with computers and related equipment).

Solid state circuit manufacturing only.

X-Ray tube manufacture is classified to 
heading 3443.

Substantially assembled electronic devices 
are classified to the same heading as the 
complete apparatus.

Other broadcast receiving and sound repro
ducing equipment.
Miscellaneous unspecified electronic equipment.
Electric and proton microscope manufacturing 
only.
Electric appliances primarily for domestic use

Electric lamps - excluding portable lamps and 
advertising lights.
Portable electric lamps and advertising light 
manufacture only.
Manufacture of electric lighting equipment for 
indoor and outdoor use.

There is no counterpart to this group in the 
1968 SIC the on-site assembly and installation 
of electrical equipment.

Manufacturing electrical wiring accessories 
such as lampholders, ceiling roses, plugs 
and sockets and switches is classified to 
heading 3420/3.
Work relating to the wiring of building is 
classified to heading 5030. Installation 
of electrical equipment by manufacturers is 
classified with the relevant manufacturing 
industry heading.
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35 Manufacture of motor vehicles and parts
thereof

351 3510 Motor vehicles and their engines.
3510/1 Passenger cars. 381pt Manufacturing and assembling passenger cars. 

Three wheeled vehicles are included as are 
taxis.

3510/2 Commercial vehicles. 381pt Manufacturing and assembling commercial goods 
vehicles, road tractors solely for tractor
trailers combinations, buses, battery-electric 
vehicles; chassis with engine manufacturing. 
Three wheeled commercial vehicles are included.

Reconditioning of motor vehicles is include 
The manufacture of bodies and cabs by spec
ialist body manufacturers is classified to 
heading 3521.

3510/3 Motor vehicle engines. 381 pt Manufacture of internal combustion engines for 
motor vehicles.

Electric prime movers are classified to 
heading J420/3*

352 Motor vehicle bodies, trailers and caravans.

3521 Motor vehicle bodies. 381jpt Manufacturing bodies for cars, buses etc; 
Manufacture of cabs for commercial vehicles.

496pt Motor vehicle body shells made of plastic or 
glass fibre only.

3522 Trailers and semi-trailers. 381pt Manufacture and assembly of motor drawn trailers 
and (including road tractor trailers).

Includes the manufacturing of caravan 
chassis and freight containers.

3523 Caravans. 381.pt Manufacture of caravans only. Special purpose caravans are included.

3530 Motor vehicle parts. 381 pi Motor chassis and parts manufacture; seats and 
safety belts for motor vehicles; manufacturing 
of all other parts and accessories (other than 
rough or semi-finished castings and forgings) 
when made wholly or primarily of metal.

Manufacture of parts for motorised invalid 
carriages is classified to heading 3650/2. 
Electrical parts are classified to heading 
343^. Parts of glass, asbestos, rubber or 
plastics are classified to the relevant 
materials industry.

3'*9/3pt Pistons,' cylinder liners and inserts - for motor 
vehicles.

y> Manufacture of other transport equipment

361 3610 Shipbuilding and repairing.
3610/1 Sea-going and inland water vessels. 370/lpt Building or repairing ships (naval and merchant), 

barges, lighters, etc of all types and sizes, 
whether self-propelled or not; making masts and 
spars, rigging and other tackle and ships* models 
Off-shore oil and gas drilling rigs (floating) 
are included.

Mast and spars for pleasure boats are 
classified to heading 3610/2.
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3610/2 Pleasure boats and yachts. 370/l^tt

3610/3 Shipbreaking. 399/42pt

■562 3620 Railwajr and tramway vehicles.
■5620/1 Locomotives and parts. 384p t

3'»9/3pt

3620/2 Other railway and tramway rolling stock and 385pt
parts.

3620/3 Repair of railway and tramway rolling stock. 384pt

385pt

363 Cycles and motor cycles.

3633 Motor cycles and parts. 382pt

363'4 Pedal cycles and parts. 382pt

364 r J640J Aerospace equipment manufacturing and repairing . 383
349/3pt

365 3650 Other vehicles.
3650/1 Baby carriages and wheelchairs. 69'4/2

'»73pt

3650/2 Other vehicles. 382pt

399/12pt

SIC(1968)

HEADING OR PART COVERED
REMARKS

Building or repairing pleasure boats and yachts 
of less than 100 gross tons.

Shipbreaking only. Excludes that undertaken by scrap metal 
merchants.

Manufacturing locomotives of all types.
Locomotives braking system manufacturing only.

Manufacturing railway coaches (including those 
embodying motive units), wagons, trucks, brake 
vans, axle boxes etc.

Railway locomotive repairing only.

Railway and tramway rolling stock repairing 
only.

Mechanical and electric railway signalling 
equipment are classified to 3289/3 and ytJJ 
respectively; railway track equipment (mech- 
anical) is classified to heading 3289/3* 
Locomotive repairs are classified to heading 
3620/3.

Repair of railway and tramway rolling stock 
is classified to heading 3620/3.

Manufacturing and assembling motor cycles, 
scooters, mopeds and sidecars. Manufacturing 
parts and accessories (other than rough or 
semi-finished castings and forgings) when made 
wholly or primarily of metal.

Manufacturing and assembling tricycles and 
bicycles and their parts and accessories, made 
wholly or primarily of metal.

Manufacture of electrical equipment and 
accessories is classified to heading 3^54. 
Powered invalid carriage manufacture is 
classified to heading 3650/2.

Children’s scooters, tricycles and bicycles 
is classified to heading 4941 and electrical 
equipment and accessories for cycles to 
heading 3434.

Aerospace equipment manufacturing and repairing.

Pistons, cylinder liners and inserts for air
craft.

Children's carriages.

Carrycot manufacturing only.
Manufacturing and assembling powered invalid 
carriages only.

Manufacture of manually propelled and animal
drawn carts, and horse-drawn waggons and 
carriages, made of metal.
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37 Instrument engineering

371 3710 Measuring, checking and precision instruments 
and apparatus.

35'l/2 Other scientific and industrial instruments and 
systems.

Apparatus using electrical or electronic 
technology for sensing or measuring is 
classified to heading 3442. Apparatus 
using optical technology for 
sensing or measuring is classified to 
heading 3732 and parking meter manufacture 
to 3740.

390pt Engineers 'gauges and measuring instruments only.

- 367/2pt Magnetic compass and gyroscope manufacturing 
only.

— 391pt Measuring and marking out tools eg. tapes, rules, 
straight edges, mitres, squares and levels.

— 349/3pt Diving equipment (breathing apparatus only).

372 3720 Medical and surgical equipment and ortho
paedic appliances.

3720/1 Medical, surgical and veterinary equipment. 353/lpt Manufacture of surgical cutlery and other 
surgical and veterinary instruments; hypodermic 
syringes; sterilizing equipment; aseptic 
hospital furniture; medical respirators, anaes
thetic and resuscitation equipment.

354/lpt Opthalmic instrument manufacturing only.

3720/2 Dental instruments and appliances. 353/lpt Manufacture of dental instruments (including 
drills, cutters and mirrors) and other dental 
apparatus and equipment.

Anaesthetic equipment and X-ray apparatus 
are classified to headings 3720/1 and 3443 
respectively.

493pt Dental brush manufacturing only.

3720/3 Orthopaedic appliances and artificial limbs 
etc.

353/lpt Manufacturing splints, trusses, artificial eyes, 
teeth and limbs etc.

Orthopaedic footwear is classified to 
heading 4510.

373

3731

Optical precision instruments and photo
graphic equipment.

Spectacles and unmounted lenses. 353/2 
354/lpt

Spectacles etc.
Manufacturing unmounted lenses, prisms and 
other optically worked elements only.

Includes dispensing optician (wholesale);
Mounted lenses etc are classified to 
heading 3733-

3732 Optical precision instruments.

t

354/lpt The manufacture of telescopes, binoculars, 
microscopes, optical surveying instruments, 
optical metrological instruments, optical 
density measuring equipment etc.

Opthalmic instrument manufacturing is 
classified to heading J720/1.
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35'*/2pt Apparatus using optical technology for sensing 
or measuring eg. spectograph, spectophotometer or 
optical nautical instruments.

367/2pt Laser (excluding laser system) manufacturing 
only.

3735 Photographic and cinematographic equipment. 351 Photographic and document copying equipment.

35'1/lpt Manufacturing mounted lenses, prisms and other 
optically worked elements only.

Unmounted lenses etc are classified to 
heading 3731*

37'< ■>740 Clocks, watches and other timing devices. 352 Watches and clocks.

351»/2pt Parking meter manufacturing only.
369/5pt Time switch manufacturing only.

399 Apt Watch and clock springs only.
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DIV] SION 4 - OTHER 11ANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES

41 Food, drink and tobacco manufacturing indus-
tries

411 Organic oils and fats (other than crude animal 
fats

4115 Margarine and compound cooking fats 229/1 Margarine

4116 Processing organic oils and fats (other than 
crude animal fats)

4116/1 Crude oils from fish and other marine animals 221 pt. The production of crude oil and fats from fish 
and other marine animals.

4116/2 Crude oils, cakes and meals from oilseeds and 
nuts

221 pt. The production of crude oil from oilseeds and 
nuts; including the production of oilseed 
cakes and meals.

4116/3 Treated vegetable^ marine and animal oils and 
fats

221 pt. The refining and hydrogenatidn (hardening) of 
vegetable and marine oils, including olive 
oil, whale oils and fish liver oils, and 
technical tallow.

412 Slaughter of animals and production of meat

4121 Slaughterhouses 810/2 pt. Wholesale slaughtering of animals for human 
consumption and their subsequent processing 
in the slaughterhouse.

214/2 pt. Meat chilling or freezing for human consump
tion* only.

4122 Bacon curing and meat processing

4122/1 Bacon and ham 214/2 pt. Production of bacon, ham and processing 
pigment products only.

4122/2 Frozen meat products 214/1 pt. Freezing of prepared meat products eg complete 
meat based meals,pies, puddings, sausage rolls 
etc.

4122/3 Other processed and preserved meats 214/2 pt. Canning and otherwise preserving meat (other 
than by quick freezing. Making sausages, meat 
pies, pasties and puddings; meat extracts, 
essences and pastes.

REMARKS

The manufacture of dripping, suet and 
edible tallow, premier-jus, also 
stearine and other animal oils and 

greases are classified to heading 4126/1.

Slaughtering etc of poultry is classified 
to heading 4123* The processing of 
animal by-products outside slaughterhouses, 
slaughtering or processing of animals 
unfit for human consumption are classified 
to heading 4126.

Pre-cooking or putting into sealed packs 
is included but canned products are 
classified to heading 4122/3.

Fish and fish product freezing is classified 
to heading 4150/1. Poultry and poultry 
meat product freezing is classified to 
4123/1 and 4123/2 respectively.

Production at distributive establishments 
is classified to division 6.
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4123 Poultry slaughter and processing

4J 23/1 Poultry slaughter 214/1 pt. Slaughtering, dressing, and further preparation 
of game birds; chicken cuts (chilled, fresh and 
frozen) production in slaughterhouse.

214/2 pt. Poultry dressing only (in slaughterhouses).

412-3/2 Poultry and meat products 214/1 pt.

214/2 pt.

Chicken ready to eat meals manufacturing only.

Processing of poultrymeat products such as 
pastes, breasts, etc, either fresh or packeted, 
canned or frozen.

Including dressing and quartering fowl in 
establishments not engaged in slaughtering 
Products containing mixed ingredients of 
poultry and other meats are classified to 
heading 4122.

4126 Animal by-product processing

4126/1 Fats and greases 221 pt. The manufacture of dripping, suet, tallow, 
premier—jus, oleo—stearine and other animal 
oils and greases only.

Hydrogenation of fats is classified to 
heading 4116/3. Fat splitting and other 
chemical treatment is classified to 
heading 2563.

4126/2 Processed guts and offals 214/2 pt. Bladder processing, sausage casing production, 
processed edible offals production, tripe 
dressing etc.

Includes the processing of bones and blood.

4126/3 Slaughtering other than for human consumption 
and other processing of animal by-products

221 pt. Animal by-products of bone such as bone meal 
and bone flour; meat meal; bone boiling, 
crushing and degreasing.

Bone oil manufacturing is classified to 
4126/1 and bone glue manufacturing to 
2562.

899/7 pt. Animal by-products from knackers eg. hooves 
hides and unrendered and crude fat.

214/2 pt. Bile processing only.

229/2 pt. Rennet (not artificial) manufacturing only.

413 4130 Preparation of milk and milk products

4130/1 Liquid milk and cream 215/1 Heat treatment of milk.

215/2 pt. Manufacturing fresh and preserved cream only.

4130/2 Butter and cheese 215/2 pt. Manufacturing butter and cheese etc only.
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4130/j Other milk products 215/2 pt. Making condensed, evaporated and dried milk and 
infant and invalid food with a milk base etc*

229/2 pt. Desserts with a milk base manufacturing only

4147 Processing of fruit and vegetables

4147/1 Freezing 218/2 Quick freezing of fruit and vegetables

4147/2 Pickling and preserving in salt or oil 218/3 pt. Preserving fruit and vegetables by pickling and 
preserving in salt or oil.

4147/3 Jam, marmalade and table jellies 218/1 Jam, marmalade, jellies etc. Honey processing and packing is classified 
to heading 4239/9*

218/3 pt. Strained fruit and vegetable manufacturing 
and homogenized fruit and vegetable manufactur
ing only.

4147/4 Canning, bottling drying etc 218/3 pt. Preserving fruit and vegetables by canning, 
bottling, drying (except field drying), 
dehydrating; processing fruit and vegetables 
by heat treatment.

415 4150
4150/1

Fish processing

Freezing 214/1 pt. Quick freezing of fish and fish products only. Including crustacea and molluscs.

214/2 pt. Fish finger (frozen) manufacturing only.

4150/2 Other processing and preserving 214/2 pt. Fish canning, curing, drying, salting and any 
other fish processing which doesn,t involve 
freezing; the manufacture of fresh fish 
cake, fish paste, kippers, potted shrimp; 
shrimp and shellfish preserving.

416 4160 Grain milling 211 Grain milling Production of uncooked breakfast cereals 
(eg oatmeal is included, but ready-to-eat 
breakfast cereals are classified to head
ing 4239/8)•

418 4180 Starch 229/2 pt. Manufacturing starch and starch products such 
as glucose, dextrose and soluble starch.

419
4196

Bread, biscuits and flour confectionery

Bread and flour confectionery 212
820/2 pt.

Bread and flour confectionery
Small bakehouses attached to retail shops only.

Bakehouses run in conjunction with retail 
shops are included here when they can supply 
separate statistical information or when 
baking is the main activity of the 
combined unit.
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4197 Biscuits and crispbread 213 Biscuits Includes cereal fillers (sausage meal).

420 4200 Sugar and sugar by-products 216 Sugar

421 Ice cream, cocoa, chocolate and sugar 
confectionery

4213 Ice cream 215/3 Ice cream
229/2 pt. Ice cream powder manufacturing only.

4214 Cocoa, chocolate and sugar confectionery
4214/1 Cocoa and chocolate 217/1 Cocoa and chocolate
4214/2 Sugar confectionery 217/2 Sugar confectionery

422 Animal feeding-stuffs

4221 Compound animal foods 219 pt. Preparation of compound animal foods so mixed 
as to give a balanced diet.

Mixtures intended to be added to cereals 
and protein concentrates are also 
included.

4222 Pet foods and non-compound animal feeds
4222/1 Pet foods 219pt. The manufacture of bird food, cat food, dog 

food and dog biscuits only.

4222/2 Non-compound animal feeds and feeds 
supplement

219pt. Dehydrated potatoes for animal feeding, fish 
meal, poultry grit, synthetic protein and 
other non-compound animal feeds manufactur
ing only.

Excluding grain offals and oilseed 
cakes and meals.

272pt. Animal feed supplement manufacturing only.

42? 4239 Miscellaneous foods
4239/1 Coffee and coffee substitutes 229/2 pt. Manufacturing of coffee, coffee substitutes, 

coffee extracts and essences and the roast
ing and blending of coffee.

4239/2 Tea 229/2 pt. Tea blending, tea bag manufacturing and tea 
extract and essence manufacturing only.

4239/3 Potato crisps and other snack products 218/3 pt. Potato crisps, sticks, straws and puffs. Also includes snack products puffed or 
extruded from farinaceous or 
proteinaceous materials. Savoury 
biscuits are classified to heading 
4197. Prepared nuts are classified to 
heading 4239/9*
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4239/4 Infant and dietetic foods, starch and malt 
extract

229/2 pt. Starch, malt, yeast and vegetable extract; 
infant and dietetic food only.

Those products which have a milk base are 
classified to heading 4130.

42J9/5 Sweets and puddings, cake mixtures, cornflour 
products and yeast

229/2 pt. Custard powder, cake mixture, etc only. Includes tinned puddings and rice pudding 
(canned).

42J9/6 Broths, soups, sauces and other relishes 218/3 pt. Manufacturing sauces and other relishes, salad 
cream, soups, etc only.

229/2 pt. Mint sauce manufacturing only.

4239/7 Pasta products (including filled pasta) 229/2 pt. Manufacturing macaroni, noodles, ravioli, 
vermicelli and spaghetti.

218/3 pt. Spaghetti canning only.

4239/8 Breakfast cereals 211/2 Breakfast cereals such as cornflakes, puffed 
or shredded wheat

Uncooked products such as oatmeal are 
classified to heading 4160.

4239/9 All other foods, not elsewhere specified 229/2 pt. Shelling and grinding nuts, nut food and 
peanut butter manufacturing; ice manufactur
ing? egg pickling and drying; flaked 
coconut (including desiccated but not 
sugared) manufacturing.

218/1 pt. Honey processing and packing only.

218/3 pt. Dried herbs (except field herbs), vinegar 
(including wine vinegar) and hop extract 
manufacturing etc.

229/2 pt. Manufacturing mustard and grinding pepper and 
spices (prepared) etc.

424 4240 Spirit distilling and compounding

4240/1 Ethyl alcohol from fermentation (including 
denatured)

271/2 pt. Ethyl alcohol, undenatured and denatured 
(obtained by fermentation) manufacturing only.

239 pt. Distillery draff and yeast production (bakers).

4240/2 Potable spirits 239/1 Spirit distilling and compounding.

426 4261 Wines, cider and perry

4261/1 Wines based on concentrated grape must 239/2 pt. British wine manufacturing; tonic wine and 
sherry production.

4261/2 Cider and perry 239/2 pt. Cider and perry manufacturing; apple pomace and 
pectin manufacturing.
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4261/3 Fruit wines 239/2 pl. Apple and fruit wine manufacturing. Including wine made from fresh grapes.

427 4270 Brewing and malting
4270/1 Beer and other brewing products 231 pt. Brewing beer.

4270/2 Malt and malt products 231 pt. Malting barley.

428 4283 Soft drinks
4283/1 Mineral waters and soft drinks (carbonated 

and still)
232 Soft drinks. Fruit and vegetable juices are classified 

to heading 4283/2.

4283/2 Fruit and vegetable juices (concentrated and 
unc one entrated)

232 pt. Fruit and vegetable juices only.

429 4290 Tobacco industry 240 Tobacco.

43 Textile industry

431 4310 Woollen and worsted industry

43.IO/I Preparation of wool or hair fibres 414/1 Wool sorting, cleaning, etc and combing and 
top—making.

414/2 pt. Worsted carding only.
414/4 Wool recovery.

4310/2 Spinning 414/2

414/5pt.

Worsted spinning.

Botany spinning, fingering wool, knitting wool 
manufacturing, warp dressing; wollen yarn 
carding, condensing, reeling, sizing, 
spinning, twisting, warping and winding.

Included here are carpet pile yarn 
spinning and man-made fibre spinning, 
twisting, warping and winding on the 
woollen, worsted, and semi—worsted 
systems.

4310/3 Weaving 414/3

414/5pt.

Worsted weaving. •
Making-up blankets, travelling rugs etc. of 
yarn on the woollen system.

Includes man-made fibre weaving or fabrics 
from yarn spun on the woollen, worsted 
and semi-worsted system. Carpet weaving 
is classified to heading 4384. The 
weaving operations of the miscellaneous 
textile industries are classified to 
group 439*

432 Cotton and silk industries

4321 Spinning and doubling on the cotton system

4321/1 Spinning 412pt. Spinning of cotton, silk and man-made fibres on 
the cotton system only.

Glass fibre spinning is classified to 
heading 2479/4.
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4321/2 Doubling and winding 412pt. Doubling, winding etc. of cotton yarn, man-made 
fibre yarn spun on the cotton system, glass 
fibre yarn etc; The production of finished 
thread from this yarn.

4322 Weaving of cotton, silk and man-made fibres 413pt. Weaving of cotton and man-made fibres only 
(silk is included).

The weaving of linen is classified to 
heading 4340/2. Carpet weaving and the 
weaving operations of the miscellaneous 
.textile industries is excluded.

433 4336 Throwing, texturing etc. of continuous 
filament yarn

412pt. Throwing, texturing, crimping, bulking etc. 
of continuous filament yarn except when 
carried out in an establishment producing 
man-made fibres.

When these processes are carried out in a 
man-made fibre producing establishment 
they are classified uder heading 2600.

434 4340 Spinning and weaving of flax, hemp and ramie

4340/1 Spinning 412pt. Spinning and otherwise preparing of yarn, or 
soft Hemp and man-made fibres on the flax 
system.

The production of finished thread from 
such yarn is included.

4340/2 Weaving 413pt. Weaving of flax and flax mixtures, hemp and 
ramie.

Establishments both weaving and finishing 
are included as are such establishments 
which produce both woven textiles and 
made-up household textiles.

435 4350 Jute and polypropylene yarns and fabrics

4350/1 Spinning 415pt. Sorting of jute and spinning yarn of jute only.

4350/2 Weaving 415pt. Weaving fabrics of jute and man-made fibres 
in the jute industry.

Manufacture of sacks and bags of jute is 
classified to heading 4556.

4350/3 Production of fibrillated yarn and 
polypropylene fabric.

415pt. Fibrillated yarn and polypropylene fabric 
production only.

The extrusion of polypropylene fibres and 
filament yarns is classified to heading 
2600. Manufacture of sacks and bags of 
woven polypropylene fabric is classified 
to heading 4556.

436 Hosiery and other knitted goods

4363 Hosiery and other weft knitted goods and 
fabrics.

4363/1 Hosiery, including tights and panti-hose 417pt. Knitting of socks, stockings and panti—hose.

4363/2 Weft knitted garments and other goods of weft 
knitted fabric

417pt. Weft knitting of outwear, underwear, swimsuits, 
gloves and other goods, (excluding fabrics).
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4363/3 Weft knitted fabrics 417 pt. Weft knitting fabrics, sliver knitting fabrics 
and the manufacture of pile fabrics.

4364 Warp knitted goods 417 pt. Manufacture of warp knitted fabrics and goods 
made from them in the same establishment.

The make-up of garments cut from purchased 
knitted fabric is classified to group 453*

437 4370 Textile finishing
4370/1 Foam backing and fabric bonding 423 pt. Foam backing of textile materials and the 

bonding of fabric to fabric only.
4370/2 Other finishing processes 423 pt. Textile finishing (excluding foam backing of 

textile materials and the bonding of fabric 
to fabric processes).

Classified to this heading are specialist 
textile finishers who do such work on com
mission or finish on their own account 
(ie for direct sale as finished products). 
The finishing of fabric when carried out 
at weaving or knitting establishments is 
classified to the appropriate fabric 
manufacturing industry. Similarly with 
rubber and plastic coating processes.

438 Carpets and other textile floorcoverings

4384 Pile carpets, carpeting and rugs
4384/1 Woven 419 pt. Manufacturing pile carpets, carpeting and 

rugs from wool, cotton and man-made fibres 
by weaving processes only.

Rag rug manufacturing is classified to 
heading 4383/1 and sisal mat manufacturing 
to heading 4385/2.

4384/2 Tufted etc. 419pt Manufacturing pile carpets, carpeting and 
rugs from wool, cotton and man-made fibres 
by tufting and other processes only.

Needleloom carpets are classified to 
4385/1.

4385 Other carpets, carpeting, rugs and matting
4385/1 Needled and bonded 429/2 pt

419 pt.

Manufacturing felt, needleloom carpet etc. only. 
Manufacturing non-woven (bonded fibre) fabrics. 
Rag rug manufacturing only.

4385/2 Hard fibre 429/2 pt.
419 pt.

Making coir mats and rugs.
Sisal mat and matting manufacture.

Jute carpets and mats are classified to 
heading 4350. The manufacture of non 
woven (bonded fibre) fabrics is classified 
to heading 4399/1* The spinning and 
weaving of ramie is classified to group 
group 434.

439 Miscellaneous textiles

4395 Lace 418 Lace Manufacture of net and window furnishing 
types are classified to heading 4364.
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4396 Rope, twine and net 416 Rope, Twine and Net

4398 Narrow fabrics

4398/1 Elastics and elastomericS 421/1 Elastics (under cms wide)

4398/2 Other narrow fabrics and solid woven 
machinery belting

421/2

421/3

Woven machinery belting

Other narrow fabrics - manufacturing ribbon, 
braid, tape, webbing, binding, braided boot
laces etc. other than elastic

Belting coated or impregnated with rubber 
plastic is classified to heading 4812.

4399 Other miscellaneous textiles

4399/1 Felt 414/5 pt.

414/6
414/3 pt.
429/2 pt.

Baize, billiard table cloth manufacturing and 
other woven felt Of wool only.
Pressed felt
Worsted felt (woven) only.
Manufacturing non-woven (bonded fibre) 
fabrics only; manufacturing needleloom 
felt (other than carpet underlay).

Includes needlefelt (other than carpet 
underlay which is classified to heading 
4385).

4399/2 Other miscellaneous textiles n.e.s. 429/2 pt. Horsehair curling, dressing, hackling, 
sorting and teasing; tufting of fabrics 
not elsewhere specified.

44 Manufacture of leather and leather goods
441 4410 Leather (tanning and dressing) and fellmongery

4410/1 Tanning and dressing of leather 431/1 pt.

431/2 pt.

433 Pt.

Curing, degreasing, tanning, dyeing etc all 
types of hides and skins.
Making sheepskin mats and rugs only.

Skin dressing only.

The dyeing of these skins and the manufac
ture of sheepskin apparel is classified 
heading 4560.

4410/2 Fellmongery 431/2 pt. Removing the wool from sheepskins and lambskins 
only.

442 4420 Leather goods

4420/1 Travel goods, saddlery and other consumer 
goods.

432 pt. Leather goods (excluding leather goods for 
industrial use).

Leather gloves and clothing are classi
fied to the appropriate headings in 
class 45. Leather sports goods and 
equipment, including specialised bags 
are classified to heading 4942.

f

4420/2 Leather goods for industrial use 431/1 pt.

432 pt.

Making leather machinery belting and other 
leather goods for industrial use. 
Leather buffs, mops, tufts, strops and 
washer manufacturing only.
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45 Footwear and clothing industries
451 4510 Footwear 450

453 Clothing, hats and gloves

4531 Weatherproof outerwear 441

4532 Men’s and hoys' tailored outerwear 442

4533 Women's and girls' tailored outerwear 443

4534 Work clothing and men’s and hoys' jeans 444/1
444/2 pt.

4535 Men’s and boys’ shirts, underwear and night
wear

444/2

4536 Women’s and girls’ light outerwear, lingerie 
and infants’ wear

4536/1 Light outerwear 445/1

4536/2 Lingerie 445/2

4536/3 Infants’ wear 445/3

4537 Hats, caps and millinery

4537/1 Felt 446/1

■ViJlI-i- Other materials 446/2

REMARKS
HEADING OH PART COVERED

Footwear

Weatherproof outerwear
Jeans etc are classified to heading 4534,Men’s and boys’ tailored outerwear
Jeans etc are classified to heading 4536*Women’s and girls’ tailored outerwear

Men’s and boys’ shirts, underwear and nightwear
Athletic

Heavy overalls and jeans
Industrial shirt manufacturing only.

Includes wellingtons, galoshes and rubber 
overshoes etc but moulded rubber footwear 
components are classified to heading 4836. 
Wooden soles, heels or lasts are classi
fied to heading 4650.

Excludes those produced in the hosiery 
and other knitted goods industry which 
are classified to group 436. 
clothing for both sexes are included 
(eg tracksuits).

Light outerwear

Lingerie

Infants’ wear

Felt hats
Manufacturing all other sorts of headgear 
(except fur hats) for adults and children 
and made-up linings etc for headgear

Women’s industrial overalls are classi
fied to heading 4534. Women’s and girl’s 
sportswear is included.
The making of foundation wear is 
classified to heading 4539.
Weatherproof outerwear is classified to 
heading 4531. The making of nursery 
squares is classified to heading 4557.

Fur hats are classified to heading 4560. 
Hats knitted to shape are classified to 
heading 4363. Protective headgear of 
plastic materials are classified to he 
heading 4836.
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Other dress industries

Swimwear and foundation garments

Unbrellas

Miscellaneous

Household textiles and other made-up textiles

Soft furnishings

Canvas goods, sacks and other made-up textiles

Household textiles

Fur goods

Timber and wooden furniture industries

GROUP ACTIVITY 
HEADING

455

4559
4539/1

'•539/2

4539/3

4555

456

4557

4560

461 4610 Sawmilling, planing etc of wood

4610/1 Sawn wood

4610/2 Planed wood

CORRESPONDING SIC (1968)
MLU .OR_______________________________________

SUB—DIVISION
I 1<X,8 HEADING OR PART COVERED

REMARKS

Gloves Knitted, rubber and plastic gloves are 
classified to heading 4363, 4812 and 
4836 respectively. Boxing, cricket or 
hockey gloves etc are classified to 
heading 4942,

449/1

449/3

449/4
422/1 pt

Corsets and swimwear

Making and covering umbrellas and parasols 
only

Other dress industries not elsewhere specified 
Handkerchiefs (of textile material) only.

473 pt

422/2

422/1 pt

422/1 pt

Making-up curtains, loose covers, and manu
facturing cushions and pillows. Covered 
rubber or plastic foam pillows and cushions 
are included.

Canvas goods and sacks and other made-up 
textiles

Perambulator awning manufacturing and banner, 
flag and bunting (making-up only) manufacturing.

The manufacture of household textiles only.

433 Fur

Walking sticks and canes are classified 
to heading 4650.

Suspenders are classified to heading 
4539/1.

Pillow and bolster cases are classified
to heading 4557*

The weaving of sailcloth and canvas is 
classified to heading 4340 and of jute 
and polypropylene yarn to heading 4350.

Handkerchiefs of textile material are 
classified to heading 4539/3*

Sheepskin rugs, seat covers etc are 
classified to heading 4410$ fur felt hats 
to heading 4537•

471/1 pt

471/1 pt

Establishments engaged in sawirgwood and in 
producing sawn fencing, wood sleepers, 
telegraph poles, mining timber etc; wood bending

Felling and preliminary processing of wood 
within forestry units is classified to 
heading 0200.

Establishments engaged in planing, grooving, 
rebating etc of wood and in producing wood 
flooring, skirting boards (unmoulded) and similar 
planed and prepared wood.

Manufacture of parquet flooring is classi
fied to heading 4630.
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'SUB—DIVISION
1968 HEADING OR PART COVERED

462 4620 Manufacture of semi-finished wood products 
and further processing and treatment of wood

4620/1 Semi-finished wood products 471/1 Pt Establishments engaged in producing veneers 
(and veneer sheets), plywood, chipboard 
(agglomerated with non-mineral binding sub
stances) only.

Manufacture of particleboard agglomerated 
with mineral binding substances is 
classified to heading 2437.

4620/2 Preservation and treatment of wood 471/1 pt Establishments engaged in creosoting and 
other preservation processes of wood.

46? 4630 Builders1 carpentry and joinery 471/2
474 pt
471/1 pt

479/3 pt

Other woodwork for buildings
Manufacturing display and exhibition stands 
only.
Wood paving blocks and roofing manufacturing 
only
Assembled wooden fencing only.

The manufacture of built-in furniture 
and of shop and office fittings is 
classified to headings 4671 and 4672 
respectively

464 4640 Wooden containers
4640/1 Wooden boxes, packing cases, crates, 

pallets and the like
475/2 Boxes, crates etc Reconditioning of wooden containers 

is included.

479/3 pt Wooden pallet and stillage manufacturing 
only

4640/2 Cooperage 475/1 pt Manufacturing wooden barrels, casks, kegs, 
vats, buckets etc and such parts as staves, 
cask heads and bungs only.

Basket, hamper and wickerwork manufactur
ing is classified to heading 4664/2 as 
are cane and osier preparation.

465 4650 Other wooden articles (except furniture) 479/3 pt

471/1 pt
479/2 pt
449/3 pt
349/3 pt
450 pt.

Manufacturing other wooden goods such as 
tool handles, picture frames, ladders, 
domestic woodware etc.
Wooden beading and mouldings only.
Wooden heels, lasts etc.
Walking sticks only.
Wooden pulleys only.
Wooden shoes only.

General carpenters and joiners (not 
mainly engaged on building sites) are 
included. Pallets and stillages axe 
classified to 4640/1; birch brooms to 
4663; rustic furniture to 4671/2; 
coffins to 4671/4.

466

4663

Articles of cork and plaiting materials, 
brushes and brooms 
Brushes and brooms 493 

479/3 pt
Brushes and brooms
Birch broom manufacturing only.

4664 Articles of cork and basketware, wickerwork 
and other plaiting materials

4664/1 Cork and cork articles 479/1 Cork manufactures
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CLASS GROUT'
ACTIVITY 
HEADING HEADING HEADING OR PART COVERED

4664/2 Basketware, wickerwork and other articles of 
plaiting materials.

475/1pt Preparing canes and osiers and manufacturing 
baskets, hampers, punnets, skips, trays etc.

Basket and wicker furniture is classified 
to heading 4671/2.

499/2pt Loofah articles only.

467 Wooden and upholstered furniture and shop and 
office fittings*

4671 Wooden and upholstered furniture.

4671/1 Upholstered furniture 472pt Upholstered furniture only (includes those with 
metal frame or plastic shell).

Divans and upholstered bases for mattresses 
are classified to heading 4671/5• Includes 
seats for public service vehicles but 
upholstered seats for cars are classified 
to heading 3530.

4671/2 Other wooden domestic furniture 472pt Manufac tore of nonr-upholstered household 
furniture including built-in furniture only and 
outdoor furniture (non-upholstered).

Beds and mattresses are classified to 
heading 4671/5*

479/3pt Rustic furniture only.

4671/3 Non-domestic wooden furniture 472pt Manufacturing wooden office, school, church, 
theatre and cinema (non-upholstered) furniture 
etc only.

Shop and office fitting is classified to 
heading 4672.

4671/4 Wooden cabinet work and components for 
furniture

472pt Wooden radio and television cabinets etc; 
wooden components for furniture.

499/2pt Wooden instrument cases, cutlery cases etc only.

352pt Clock case (wooderj) only.

479/3pt Coffin making only.

4671/5 Beds and mattresses 472pt Beds and cots only.

473pt Mattresses and divan beds only.

4672 Shop and office fitting 474pt Shop and office fitting. Awnings and blinds of canvas are classified 
to heading 4556 of plastic to 4836, of 
other materials to 4959* Display and 
exhibition stands are classified to 
Heading 4630.

47 Manufacture of paper and paper products;
printing and publishing

471 4710 Pulp, paper and board Coating, impregnating and other surface 
treatment of paper and board in sheets or 
rolls by paper and board makers is included
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CLASS GROUP ACTIVITY 
HEADING HEADING HEADING OR PART COVERED

4710/1 Pulp 481pt Pulp manufacturing only.
4710/2 Newsprint 481.pt Manufacturing newsprint only.
4710/3 Other writing and printing papers 481.pt Printing and writing paper etc. Includes punch card manufacturing.
4710/4 Wrapping and packaging papers 481pt Wrapping paper etc only.
4710/5 Household, toilet papers and tissues 481.pt Household and toilet paper and tissues (uncut); 

cellulose wadding.
Toilet paper cut—to—size is classified to 
heading 4722.

4710/6 Industrial and special purpose papers 481pt Filter, cigarette (uncut in rolls), blotting 
paper and other miscellaneous industrial and 
special purpose papers.

4710/7 Packaging boards including corrugated 481pt Cardboard etc only.
4710/8 Building board including bituminised 481pt Building board (paper and bituminised).

4710/9 Other boards 481pt Beaver board, mill board,, felt board, press boarc 
etc. I

472 Conversion of paper and board

4721 Wall coverings 484/1 Wallpaper.

4722 Household and personal hygiene products of 
paper

484/2pt Paper handkerchiefs, towels, tablecloths and 
toilet rolls (cut to size).

Includes disposable baby napkins.

279/6pt. Sanitary towels only.
445/2pt. Paper underwear only. Other paper clothes, unclassifiable in the 

1968 SIC are included here.

4273 Stationery
4723/1 Notepaper 483pt Manufacturing writing pads and envelopes etc 

only.
Includes labels and postcards.

4723/2 Binders etc 483pt Manufacturing manuscript books, account books 
office and school stationery, cardboard files, 
index cards and tabulating machine cards.

4724 Packaging products of paper and pulp

4724/1 Sacks and bags 482/2 Packaging products of paper and associated 
materials.

%
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4724/2 Other 482/1pt Paper boxes, egg tray box, hardened paper 
cylinder manufacturing etc only.

482/2pt Wrapping paper and packaging paper only.

484/2pt Paper beaker and plate manufacturing only.

4725 Packaging products of board

4725/1 Fibre board packing cases 482/1pt Fibre board packing cases only.

4725/2 Rigid boxes 482/1pt Rigid cardboard box (including corrugated 
manufacturing only).

4725/3 Cartons etc 482/lpt Cardboard cannistors and containers (including 
folding cardboard boxes and cardboard packing 
material only).

4728 Other paper and board products 484/2 All other establishments manufacturing paper, 
cardboard or papier mache goods.

Paper toys and games are classified to 
heading 4941) playing cards to 4754} and 
sensitized photographic paper to 2591.

475 Printing and publishing

4751 Printing and publishing of newspapers

4751/1 Publishers 485pt Newspaper publishing only.

4751/2 Printer-publishers 485pt Newspaper printer—publishers only.

4751/3 Printers 485pt Newspaper printing only.

4752 Printing and publishing of perodicals

4752/1 Publishers 486pt Magazine and periodical publishing only.

4752/2 Pr in te r—pub 1 i s he r s 486pt Magazine and periodical printer—publishers only.

4752/3 Printers 486pt Magazine and periodical printing only.

4753 Printing and publishing of books

4753/1 Publishers 489pt Book, brochure and pamphlet publishing only.

4753/2
3

Printer-publisher 489pt Book, brochure and pamphlet printer-publishers 
, only.
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4753/3 Printers 48<)pl Book, brochure and pamphlet printing only.

4754 Other printing and publishing

4754/1 Publishers 48<Jpl Law, letterpress and religious tract publish
ing; music publisher; and any publishers other 
than books, newspapers and periodicals.

4734/2 Printer-publishers 48<)pt Art, architectural drawing, engineering drawing 
and geographical printing and publishing, 
HM Stationery Office.

4754/3 Security printing 489pt Printers of banknotes, postage stamps, tickets 
etc only.

4754/4 Other printing 489pt Christinas cards, music and cartographic printing 
and other printing not elsewhere specified.

4754/5 Ancillary printing services 489pt Allied industries such as letterpress bookbinding 
and book repairing, die sinking and relief 
stamping, etching and engraving printing plates 
and rollers, printing on metal etc.

48 Processing of rubber and plastics

481 Rubber products

4811 Rubber tyres and inner tubes 491/1 Manufacturing solid and pneumatic tyres of all 
types and inner tubes.

Includes tyre repair materials and kit 
manufacturing.
Specialist repairing or retreading tyres 
Zis classified to heading 4820.

4812 Other rubber products

4812/1 Rubber or plastic hose and tubing 491/2pt Rubber tubing and hose only (plastics hose is 
included).

4812/2 Rubber or plastics belting 491/2pt Rubber or plastics belting only.

4812/3 Rubber products not elsewhere specified, 
including reclaimed rubber

491/2pt Other rubber goods (not elsewhere specified) 
(includes reclaimed rubber).

Synthetic rubber products are included but 
the manufacture of synthetic rubber is 
classified to heading 2515* The manufacture 
of complete rubber footwear is classified 
to heading 4510; adhesive tape and cloth 
to 2569; covered rubber thread to 4398/1, 
rubber clothing to group 453? covered 
rubber mattresses to heading 4671 and 
pillows to 4555-

279/5pt Printers* rollers and roller compositions only.
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482 4820 Retreading and specialist repairing of rubber 
tyres.

491/lpt Specialist retreading and repairing of rubber 
tyres, including inner tubes.

48? Processing of plastics.

4831 Plastic coated textile fabric. 492pt Leathercloth (and textile fabrics) coated with 
PVC, nitro-cellulose or other plastics only.

4852 Plastics semi-manufactures 27(-/h>t Synthetic resins and plastics materials in the 
form of foam, laminated sheet, film rods and 
tubes and profile shapes only.

492pt Unsupported decorative polyvinyl chloride film 
and sheet manufacture only.

496pt Plastic carpet underlay; flexible and rigid 
plastics foam only.

4833 Plastics floorcoverings
492pt Linoleum, plastics floorcovering only.

429/2pt Woven plastics matting only.

4834 Plastics building products 496pt Plastics building products only.

4835 Plastics packaging products 496pt Plastics packaging products (including transit 
containers) only.

482/2pt Products of transparent regenerated cellulose 
film only.

4836 Plastics products not elsewhere specified 496 pt Manufacturing plastics goods and components, 
including resin bonded fibreglass goods 
(excluding those for motor vehicles).

'*9 Other manufacturing industries

491 4910 Jewellery and coins

4910/1 Jewellery and goldsmiths’ and silversmiths’ 
wares of precious metals

396pt. Manufacturing ornaments or jewellery of gold or 
silver, etc or plated with gold, silver, etc.

REMARKS

Not by garages or tyre distributors.

Excludes floorcoverings.

Laminated film is classified to heading 4835*

Felt base floorcovering is included.

Includes plastics buttons. Complete foot
wear is classified to heading 4510; stitched 
clothing and gloves to group 453; brushes 
and brooms to heading 4663; covered matt
resses of plastics foam to heading 4671/5; 
belting and hose to heading 4812/1; toys and 
games to heading 4941; sports goods to head
ing 4942; goods composed of leather substi
tutes to heading 4420; fibreglass boats to 
3610 and mouldings for motor vehicle bodies 
to 3521.

Excluding silver plated cutlery and table
ware which are classified to headings 3162/1 
and 3167 respectively.
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392pt Cutlery and tableware of gold or other precious 
metals, or gold plated only.

4910/2 Worked precious and semi-precious stones and 
pearls

39<ipt Cutting and polishing precious stones. Includes the manufacture of precious and 
semi-precious stone jewellery and the 
mannfacture of necklaces therefrom.

4910/3 Fancy jewellery and pewterware 499/2pt

396pt

Manufacture of imitation jewellery only.
Manufacture of jewellery of base metal (includ
ing gilt, silver gilt and platinum plate); 
pewter ware manufacturing.

4910/4 Struck coins and medals 39<>l>t Manufacturing coins and medals; The Royal Mint 
is included.

492 4920
4920/1

Musical instruments

Keyboard instruments 499/1 pt Manufacturing pianos, organs and parts. Repair
ing, rebuilding and tuning of organs is included.

4920/2 Other musical instruments 499/lpt Manufacturing all types of wind, string and 
percussion instruments, including electronic 
musical instruments.

495 4930 Photographic and cinematographic processing 
laboratories

899/2pt

881/lpt.

Developing, printing, colouring, enlarging, etc. 
photographs.
The developing and printing etc of photographic 
film.

Publishing photographs is classified to 
heading 4754.

494
4941

Toys and sports goods
Toys and games 494/1 Toys and games

Electronic toys and games are included 
here.Rubber toys are classified to heading 
4812/3; playing cards to 4754/4.

4942 Sports goods 494/3

472pt

Sports equipment.
Billiard table and bagatelle table manufacturing 
only.

Sports nets are classified to heading 4396

495
4954
4954/1

Miscellaneous manufacturing Industries

Miscellaneous stationers' goods

Pens and pencils 495/1 Pens and pencils of all kinds.
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- --------
495'*/2 Inks and duplicating materials k95/2pt Manufacturing of writing and duplicating ink; 

office machinery requisites.

495'</3 Stationers’ goods not elsewhere specified 495/2pt Mann far. tnring rubber and date stamps and 
accessories, staplers and pencil sharpeners.

Adhesive tape is classified to headings 
2569.

39'1 Staple (office) manufacturing only.

'1959 Other manufactures not elsewhere specified 499/2pt Miscellaneous manufacturing industries not 
elsewhere specified (except costume jewellery, 
fire-lighters, incandescent mantles, 
architectural models and peat litter),_

449/'»pt Hair preparation (for wig making) only.

J99/12pt Mechanical lighters of all kinds and parts only. ______________ —------------—---------- ——
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—
DIVISION 5 - CONSTRUCTION

50
500 5000

Construction
General construction and demolition work 500pt efvif i^^ring 

establishments of government departments, 
local authorities and New Town Corporations 
and Commissions; establishments specialising 
in demolition work; the hiring of contrac
tors plant (with operatives).

501 5010 Construction and repair of buildings 500pt Erecting and repairing buildings of all types. Carpentry and roofing specialists are 
included and establishments engaged 
in the hiring and erecting of scaffolding

502 5020 Civil engineering 500pt Constructing and repairing roads and bridges; 
erecting steel and reinforced concrete 
structures; other civil engineering work 
such as laying sewers, gas or water mains, 
and electric cables, erecting overhead 
lines and line supports and aerial masts; 
asphalting.

Contractors responsible for the design, 
construction and commissioning of 
complete plants are classified to heading 
3246; manufacture of construction 
steelwork is classified to heading 3204 
Includes the construction of fixed?-leg 
oil production platforms.

505 5030 Installation of fixtures and fittings 500pt Establishments specialising in sections of 
construction work such as installing heating 
and ventiHating apparatus, plumbing and 
other fixtures and fittings.

504 5040 Building completion work 500pt Establishments specialising in building 
completion work such as painting and 
decorating, glazing, plastering, flooring 
and on-site carpentry and joinery.

Includes the installation of double glazing 
by manufacturers, franchise builders 
or contractors.
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DIVISION (:> - DISTRIBUTION, HOTELS AND CATERING, REPAIRS

61 Wholesale distribution (except dealing in
scrap and waste materials)

611 6110 Wholesale distribution of agricultural raw 
materials, live animals, textile raw 
materials and semi-manufactures

832/3

831/3

Hides skins and leather (dealing in)

Corn, seed and agricultural merchants
•

812/2pt Merchant converters only.

831/1 pt Dealing in peat only.

810/2pt Fatstock Marketing Corporation only.

812/4pt Dealing in flowers only.

832/8pl Feathers, hair and horsehair only.

831/4 Dealing in horses and livestock.

832/4 Textile materials and yarns.

612 6120 Wholesale distribution of fuels, ores, 
metals and industrial materials

831/lpt Coal and oil merchants (wholesale). Retail coal and oil merchants are 
classified to heading 6540.

811 Wholesale distribution of Petroleum products Coal agents are classified to 6}00.

832/8pt Other industrial materials Except edible oil dealers classified to 
6170; cork, paint and varnish dealers 
classified to 6150; and clay, granite 
and marble dealers who are classified 
to heading 6130; clay agents are /
classified to heading 6300, Dealing 
in peat is classified to 6110,

832/1 Ores and metals

832/9 Dealing in industrial materials generally

613 6130 Wholesale distribution of timber and 
building materials

831/2

832/8pt

Builders * merchants
Dealers in clay, granite, marble and other 
stone only.

832/2 Timber

614 Wholesale distribution of machinery, 
industrial equipment and vehicles

6148 Wholesale distribution of motor vehicles 
and parts and accessories

894pt Wholesale distribution of motor vehicles 
(including motor cycles) caravans (trailer 
and motorised) tyres, parts and accessories 
only.
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REMARKS

Specialist repairers of agricultural 
machinery and implements are included.

Dealing in cleaning materials is 
included here. .

Soft goods agents and Wool Exchange are 
classified to 6}00.

Fur commission merchants are classified to 
heading 6J00.

Slaughterhouses are classified to heading 
4121.
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6169 Wholesale distribution of machinery, 
industrial equipment and transport 
equipment other than motor vehicles

852/5

832/6
Industrial machinery

Agricultural machinery

812/Apl Wholesale dealers in industrial electrical 
appliances and supplies, public address 
equipment and yachts.

615 6150 Wholesale distribution of household goods, 
hardware and ironmongery

812/'ipt Wholesale dealers in other non-food goods 
including furniture, hardware and ironmongery, 
china, earthenware and glassware, radio and 
television only.

832/8pt. Wholesale dealing in paint and varnish; dealing 
in cork only.

616 6160 Wholesale distribution of textiles, clothing, 
footwear and leather goods

812/2

812/Apt

Clothing footwear and textiles

Leather goods, linoleum, oilcloth, tarpaulins, 
handbags, new sacks and bags only.

852/3pt Wholesale fur merchants only.
852/Apt Wholesale wool merchant only.

617 6170 Wholesale distribution of food, drink and 
tobacco

810/1 Wholesale distribution of groceries and 
provisions, confectionery and drinks

810/2 Other wholesale distribution of food and 
drink

812/1 Tobacco
832/8pt Edible oil dealers only.

618 6180 Wholesale distribution of pharmaceutical, 
medical and other chemists* goods

812/4pt Chemists* wares; medical surgical and 
orthopaedic instruments and appliances; 
perfumery and cosmetics.

619 6190 Other wholesale distribution including 
general wholesalers

812/3

812/4pt

Paper stationery and books
Wholesale dealers in photographic goods, 
scientific goods, cycles, perambulators, 
toys, sports goods, fancy goods etc.

812/5 General wholesale merchants (undefined).
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62 Dealing in scrap and waste materials

621 6210 Dealing in scrap metals 832/7pt Dealers in scrap iron, scrap steel and non
ferrous scrap metals, including breaking, 
sorting, compressing, etc only.

622 6220 Dealing in other scrap materials, or 
general dealers

832/7pt * Dealers and merchants in textile waste, 
including the shaking, breaking and opening 
of cotton rags; dealers in waste paper, rags, 
bones, old rope, used bottles, etc (including 
marine stores).

63 630 6500 Commission agents 810 pl, Provision exchange, spice broker, tea exchange,
fish factor, etc.

812pt Tobacco broker, wool exchange, diamond broker, 
furniture exchange, export purchasing agent 
(general or undefined).

831 pt Grain broker, corn exchange, coal factor and 
agent.

832pt Brokers and agents dealing with clay, timber, 
cotton, woo], yarn, metals and minerals9 
machinery, fur, bides and skins.

•

()lt/65 Retail distribution

641 6410 Food retailing 820/1 Retail distribution of grocery and provisions

820/2pt
821/4pt

Other retail distribution of food.
Herbseller, Herbalist (food).

Bakehouses attached to retail shops are 
included here only when they cannot 
supply separate information or when 
baking is the main activity of the 
combined unit. Off-licences are 
classified to heading 6420.

642 6420 Confectioners, tobacconists and 
newsagents; off-licences

821/1 Retail distribution of confectionery, tobacco, 
newspapers

Retail distribution of newspapers and 
periodicals are included where signifi
cant sales are associated with the 
distribution of confectionery and 
tobacco.

820/2pt Off-licences (not public houses), wines and 
spirits retail dealing in; and licenced 
victualler only.

643 6430 Dispensing and other chemists 821/4pt Chemist wares; medical, surgical and ortho
paedic instruments and appliances, perfumery 
and cosmetics only.
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645 6450 Retail distribution of clothing. 821/2pU Retail distribution of new clothing including 
millinery, haberdashery and furs.

646 6460 Retail distribution of footwear and leather 
goods.

821/2pt. Retail dealing in boots and shoes only.

821/4pt. Travel goods, wallets, handbags etc of leather 
and other materials.

647 6470 Retail distribution of furnishing fabrics 
and household textiles.

821/2pt. Retail dealing in household textiles and soft 
furnishings only.

648 6480 Retail distribution of household goods, 
hardware and ironmongery

821/3pt. Retailers of new or antique domestic furniture, 
floor coverings, musical instruments, hardware 
and ironmongery (including tools), wallpaper, 
paint and varnish, cutlery, china and glass
ware, radio and television, electrical 
appliances and supplies and other household 
appliances.

821/4pt. Retail dealing in collectors* postage stamps 
and fancy goods only.

651 6510 Retail distribution of motor vehicles and 
parts•

894/pt. Retail distribution of motor vehicles 
(including motor cycles), caravans (trailer 
and motorised), tyres, parts and accessories 
only).

652 6520 Filling stations (motor fuel and lubricants) 894pt. Retailers of motor fuels and lubricating oils 
only.

653 6530 Retail distribution of books, stationery and 
office supplies

821/4pl. Retailers of other non-food goods including 
new or second-hand books, stationery, maps 
etc only.

821/lpt. Newsboys and newsvendors.

654 6540 Other specialised retail distribution 821/4pt. Retailers of other non-food goods including 
photographic, optical and scientific goods, 
jewellery, watches and clocks, cycles, 
perambulators, sports goods, toys and games, 
florists, nurserymen and garden seedmen; pet 
and pet food shops; pawnbrokers.

831/lpt. Retail dealers in coal, coke and other solid 
fuels. Distributors of fuel oil, paraffin 
and gas oil only.

821/2pt. Second-hand clothes only.

REMARKS

Retail bespoke tailoring and dressmaking 
is included. Clothing hire shops are 
classified to heading 8460; second-hand 
clothing shops to 6540; retail distri
bution of household textiles etc to 6470.

Repair of footwear and leather goods is 
classified to heading 6720.

The hiring and repair of consumer goods 
is classified to headings 8460 and 6750 
respectively. Retailers of second-hand 
goods are classified to heading 6540.

Repair and servicing of motor vehicles is 
classified under heading 6710.

Hiring and repair of these goods is 
classified to headings 8460 and 6730 
respectively.

Filling stations are classified to heading 
6520.
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656 6560 Mixed retail businesses. 821/5 General stores etc. Businesses which sell a wide range of 
goods, with no one product markedly 
predominant. General mail order houses 
and credit traders calling on customers 
are included here. Specialist mail 
order businesses are classified to other 
headings within classes 64 and 65*

66 Hotels and catering

661 Restaurants, snack bars, cafes and other 
eating places

6611 Eating places supplying food for consumption 
on the premises

6611/1 Licensed places 885pl Eating places licensed to provide alcoholic 
liquor with meals, but not normally providing 
regular overnight accommodation.

Establishments which provide entertainment 
incidental to the provision of meals are 
included. Hotels are classified to 
heading 6650 and night clubs etc, to 6650. 1
Railway buffets and dining car services 
are included.

6611/2 Unlicensed places 885pt Eating places which do not provide alcoholic 
liquor and which do not provide overnight 
accommodation such as ice-cream parlours and 
coffee bars. I

6612 Take-away food shops 885pt Establishments supplying prepared food mainly 
for consumption off the premises eg fish and 
chip shops.

662 6620 Public houses and bars 886pt Public houses.

663 6630 Night clubs and licensed clubs. 887pt Clubs, Sports and gaming clubs are classified to 1
heading 9791.

664 6640 Canteens and messes
6640/1 Catering contractors 888 Catering contractors.

6640/2 Other canteens and messes 872pt

887p< .

School and university canteens only,
Establislnnents (not Clubs) providing food and 
drink to members and their guests.

This heading covers separately identifiable I
service messes university and other 1
canteens not elsewhere specified, 1

665 6650 Hotel trade
6650/1 Licenses premises 884pt Hotels and other residential establishments 

which provide food and service and are 
licensed to serve alcoholic liquor.

r
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6650/2 Unlicensed premises 884pt Hotels and other residential establishments 
which provide food and services (including 
bed and breakfast) but are not licensed to 
serve alcoholic drink.

667 6670 Other tourist or short-stay accommodation.

6670/1 Camping and caravan sites 884pt Rented caravan or chalet sites including those 
providing food supplies from a retail shop.

6670/2 Holiday camps 88 Apt Holiday camps which provides chalet or caravan 
accommodation having on the site a place 
providing prepared food.

6670/3 Other tourist or short—stay accommodation not 
elsewhere specified

876/lpt

884pt

Convalescent home (without medical care) only

Youth hostels, holiday houses, private lodging 
houses etc.

Charitable rest homes are classified to 
heading 9611 and convalescent homes 
with medical care are classified to 
heading 9510.

. 67 Repair of consumer goods and vehicles

671 6710 Repair and servicing of motor vehicles 89Apt Repairing and servicing all types of motor 
vehicles.

Repair depots of transport undertakings 
which are separately identified and are 
able to make separate returns are 
included.

672 6720 Repair of footwear and leather goods. 895 Repair of boots and shoes

673 6730 Repair of other consumer goods 821/ Apt Repair of other leather goods such as handbags 
or brief-cases.

6730/1 Electrical household goods 821/3pt Specialist repairs of radio and television 
sets and other electrical household 
appliances.

6730/2 Watches, clocks and jewellery 821/Apt Specialist establishments engaged in repairs 
to watches, clocks and jewellery

The assembling of watches from purchased 
parts is classified to heading 37^0.

6730/3 Goods not elsewhere specified} general 
repairing.

821/2pt Umbrella repair. Clothing repair and alteration specialists 
are classified to heading 9812.

821/3pt Furniture and upholstery repairer, cutlery, 
locks and ironmongery repairing etc.

821/Apt Cycle and toy repairers etc.
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DIVISION 7 TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATION

71 710 7100 Railways 701pt RaiIways Except those directly operated by 
Passenger Transport Executives which are 
classified to heading 7210/1.

72 Other inland transport

721 7210 Scheduled road passenger transport and 
urban railways

7210/1 Urban railways 701pt Railways operated directly by local 
authorities or Passenger Transport Executives.

7210/2 Bus, motor coach and tramway services 702/1 Omnibus and tramway services. Includes private hire of motor coaches.

722 7220 Other road passenger transport 702/2 Taxis and private-hire cars.

725 7230 Road haulage 703 Road haulage contracting for general hire, 
or reward.

7O'« Other road haulage
709/Ipt Motor vehicle collection only.

726 7260 Transport, not elsewhere specified

7260/1 Pipeline transport There is no direct equivalent to this 
activity heading in the 1968 SIC since 
the operation of pipelines was classified 
according to the business of the owner or 
operator. Natural gas pipelines operated 
by the British Gas Corporation are 
classified to heading 1620.

7260/2 Other transport by land 709pt Rack and funicular railways; lift operator 
only.

702/1 pt Lift operating company only.

7260/3 Inland water transport 706pt The operation of non-sea going vessels for 
transport of freight and passengers in inland waterways (including estuaries).

The operation of canals and navigations 
is classified to heading 7610.
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74 740 7400 Sea transport
7400/1 Deep sea routes )

7400/2
7400/3

Short sea routes )
Domestic and coastal routes \ 7O5pt Sea transport Pilotage is classified to heading 7630

7400/4 Shore bases \

75 750 7500 Air transport 7O7pt Transport of passengers and freight by air 
whether by scheduled or charter flights.

76 Supporting services to transport

761 7610 Supporting services to inland transport

7610/1 Supporting services to land transport 709/lpt Car parks, the road patrols and other motoring 
services of the motorists organisations; the 
operation of toll roads and bridges and other 
services (not brokers, agents or operators) 
incidental to transport.

7610/2 Supporting services to inland water 
transport

706pt Maintenance etc of inland Waterways only. The Manchester Ship Canal is classified 
to heading 7630.

763 7630 Supporting services to sea transport 706p1, Harbour, dock, lighthouse, lightship etc 
authorities and establishments conducting 
marine salvage operations; the operation of 
tugs (for towing ships in port and for salvage 
only) and lighterage.

7O5/3pt Pilotage only.

764 7640 Supporting services to air transport 7O7pt Aerodromes, including airports and air traffic 
control centres only.

77 770 7700 Miscellaneous transport services and storage
n.e.s.

7700/1 Travel agents 709/lpt Travel ticket agents, tourist and excursion 
agents and similar establishments.

7700/2 Freight brokers and other agents facili
tating freight transport

709/lpt Ship brokers, freight brokers, shipping agents, 
forwarding agents.

7O9/3pt Providing messenger service or porterage only.

865pt Customs agents only.
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7700/3 Storage and warehousing 709/2 Storage
79 790 Postal services and telecommunications

7901 Postal services 708pt Post Office postal and agency services. Post Office peripheral services are 
included, unless they are in separate 
establishments. National Giro Bank is 
classified to heading 8140/2.

7902 Telecommunications 708pt Telecommunications services of all kinds. Telecommunications equipment factories 
are classified to heading 3441. The Post 
Office data processing service is classi
fied to heading 8394. Broadcasting 
transmitters and local cable relay 
systems for radio or television are 
classified to heading 9741/1.
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DIVISION 8 - BANKI NG, FINANCE, INSURANCE, BUSINESS SERVICES AND LEASING
81 Banking and Finance

81'1 8140 Banking and bill — discounting
8140/1 Central banking authorities 861 pt Bank of England only
8140/2 Banks and discount houses 861 pt Banks (discount houses) (licensed under the 1979 

Banking Act).
Credit card issuing subsidiaries or 
departments of banks classified to this 
heading are included.

862 pt Hire purchase company ( Licensed under the 1979 
Banking Act).

8140/3 Savings Banks 861 pt Trustee Savings Banks and the Post Office 
Savings Department (National Savings 
Certificate and Savings Bank divisions)

Headquarters of the Department for 
National Savings and the National Savings 
Committee are classified to heading 91H.

815 8150 Other financial institutions
8150/1 Institutions specialising in the granting 

of credit
862 pt Building Societies/finance houses* special 

finance agencies* not licensed under the 1979 
Banking Act.

This heading also includes Credit Unions

861 pt Bank not recognised by the Bank of England 
under the 1979 Banking Act)

821/4pi Pawnbroker only

8150/2 Institutions specialising in investment 
in securities

861 pt Department for National Savings (bonds and 
stocks office) only

862 pt Investment Companies* unit and investment 
trusts etc only

Includes financial holding companies of 
a diverse nature

82 820 8200 Insurance, except for compulsory social
Security

8200/1 Composite insurance institutions )

8200/2

8200/3

Institutions specialising in ordinary long-*)
term (including life) insurance )

Institutions specialising in insurance )
other than long-term )

860 Insurance Insurance brokers and salvage organisation 
are classified to heading 8320. Includes 
Lloyds Underwriters. Lloyds Register 
of shipping is classified to heading 
6370/2.
Includes autonomous pensions fluids and 
friendly societies.
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83 Business services

831 8310 Activities auxiliary to banking and finance 861 pt Bankers' Clearing House and discount broker 
only

862 pt Stockbrokers and jobbers, bill brokers (other 
than discount houses), mortgage brokers, 
exchange brokers, company promoters etc only.

Includes credit card issuers, requiring 
full payment at the end of the credit 
period

832 8*520 Activities auxilary to insurance 879/2pt Actuary (own account) only

860 pt Insurance agents and brokers not employed by 
the insurance companies; salvage organsiation 
(not marine) average and loss adjusters only

862 pt Property Unit Trust (acting for insurance com
panies)

834 8340 House and estate agents 863 pt House and estate agents; rent-collecting 
agents only

Includes accommodation agencies and 
surveyors and valuers

835 8350 Legal services 873
879/2pt

Legal services

Patent Agent

Judges and stipendiary magistrates are 
classified to heading 9120

Lawyers etc employed full-time by 
National or Local Government or by 
private enterprise are classified to thei 
employers heading

836 8360 Accountants, auditiors, tax experts 871 Accountancy services
865 pt Tax consultant and investment advisor only

837 8370 Professional and technical services not 
elsewhere specified

8370/1 Architects, surveyors and consulting 
engineers

879/1pt Architects, surveyors and architectural 
draughtsmen (private practice); consultant 
civil or structural engineers only

Valuers of land and buildings are 
classified to heading 8340

8370/2 Technical services 879/lpt Aerial survey; draughtsmen, ships surveyor, 
naval architect, quantity surveyor etc.

Units primarily engaged in research 
development work are classified to 
heading 9400

879/2pt Other scientific and technical services. Actuaries and economists are excluded
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860 pt Lloyds Register of Shipping only
838 8380 Advertising 864 pt Advertising and bill posting agencies only Includes the production of advertising 

films and tapes
865 pt Freelance window dressing and copywriter only
879/5i>t Commercial artist (private practice) only
899/2pt Commercial photographers only

839 Business services

8394 Computer services 865 pt Computer services (on a fee or contract basis) 
only

8395 Business services not elsewhere specified
8395/1 Management consultants 865 pt Business and management consultants (private 

practice) only
8395/2 Market research and public relations 

consultants
864 pt Market research and Trade Exhibition or Fair 

only
865 pt Public relations consultant (not advertising 

agency); publicity consultant;

Exhibition contracting and organising only
8395/3 Document copying, duplication and tabulating 

services
865 pt Duplicating, document copying etc only

8395/4 Miscellaneous business services 865 pt Other business services n.e.s such as . 
secretarial and typing services and employment 
agencies and Literacy agency.

Cleaning services are classified to j
heading 9230

879/5pt Free-lance journalists only
879/2pt Economists (own account) only

899/7pt Code compiling, enquiry agent, information 
bureau, telephone sterilizing etc only
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8396 Central offices not allocable elsewhere

8396/1 Head offices of enterprises operating abroad 866/1 Head offices of enterprises operating abroad

8396/2 Central offices of enterprises with mixed 
activities

866/2 Central offices of enterprises with mixed 
activities

Includes head offices of holding companies| 
and holding companies of a mixed nature* 
Financial holding companies are classified 
to heading 8150/2.

84 Renting of movables

841 8410 Hiring out agricultural and horticultural 
equipment

832/6pt Agricultural and horticultural machinery hire 
(without staff) only

842 8420 Hiring out construction machinery and 
equipment

500 pt The hiring of contractors* plant and scaffold
ing (without staff) only

843 8430 Hiring out office machinery and furniture 832/10pt Leasing office machinery only (not from manu
facturers)

Computer time hire is classified to heading 
8394

846 8460 Hiring out consumer goods

8460/1 Television and radio hire 821/3pt The hiring of radio and television sets 
(domestic) only

8460/2 Hiring other consumer goods 821/2pt Clothes hire only

821/3pt Household goods and musical instrument hire 
only

899/7pt Hiring cutler only

832/10pt Photographic equipment hire only

848 8480 Hiring transport equipment

8480/1 Self-drive car hire 702/2pt Self-drive car hire only

8480/2 Light coimercial vehicle hire 703pt Light commercial vehicles hire without driver 
only

8480/3 Hiring other commercial vehicles 7O3pt Medium and heavy commercial vehicle hire with
out drivers and road trailer hire only

Includes contract hire
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8450/4 Hiring other transport equipment 7O7pt Aircraft hire (without crew) only
--------------------- ■■■

8480/4 832/10pt Railway vehicle hire only
706pt Boat and ship hire (without crew) only Not linked to the provision of recreational 

services
7O5pt Freight container hire only
702/2pt Motor cycle hire only
821/4pt Perambulator hiring only
709/3pt Hiring hand trucks and barrows, etc only

849 8490 Hiring out other moveables 832/lOpt Leasing industrial machinery only
865pt Exhibition stand hire only
812/4pt Amusement machine hire only

85 850 8500 Owning and dealing in real estate

86?pt Organisations etc deriving Income from ground 
rents or from owning and letting property

Propety developers and dealers are included 
if they take title to the real estate but 
do not employ building operatives.
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91
DIVISI

Public administration, National defence and
ON 9 - OTHER SERV1CES

compulsory social security

9U National and local government services n.e.s.

9111 National government service n,e,s. 901/6pt. Government Departments not classified elsewhere 
(including those of Northern Ireland)

Local social security offices are 
classified to heading 9190 together 
with Unemployment Benefit Offices, This 
heading includes the Royal Households, 
Palaces and Parks,

901/5pt. Ministry of Defence Headquarters; Royal 
Observatory (civilian staff) only

Units of the armed forces and their 
civilian support staff are classified 
to heading 9150.

9O6/3pi Port Health Authority only.

865pt Industry Training Board (not Training Centre) 
only

899/4pt British Council only
874/2pt and 
874/jpt

Health Authorities, Family Practitioner 
Committees, National Health Pricing Bureaux 
and Drug Accounts Committee (Scotland)

874/4pt Dental Estimates Board

9112 Local government service n.e.s. 9O6/3pt Local government services not elsewhere 
specified

912 9120 Justice

872/4
874/2pt
901/6pi

Educational administration
School Medical Officer
Law courts, tribunals and prisons etc only The Home Office and the Lord Chancellor’s 

Department are classified to 9U1*

906/3pt Magistrates courts only.
872/5pt Borstal institutions etc only.

913 9150 Police 906/1 Police
709/lpt School crossing patrol.

914 9140 Fire services 906/2 Fire services

915 9150 National defence 901/1-4 Royal Navy; Army; Royal Air Force; Women’s 
Nursing Services

901/5pt Defence support staffs, not engaged in manufac
ture, repair or research and development, other 
than MOD HQ
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919 9190 Social security

92 Sanitary services

921 Refuse disposal, sanitation and similar 
services.

9211 Refuse disposal, street cleaning, fumigation 
etc

9212 Sewage disposal

923 9230 Cleaning services

93 Education

931 9310 Higher education

932 9320 School education (nursery, primary and 
secondary)

933 9330 Education not elsewhere specified and 
vocational training
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Local Social Security Offices and Unemployment 
Benefit Offices.

REMARKS

9O6/3pt

899/7i>t

9O6/3pt

899/7pt

865pt

Local authority sanitary services only.

Sani tary services out with the public sector eg 
rat-catcher, woodworm and wood—rot specialists

The operation and maintainances of public 
sewers and drains only.
Chimney sweeping, window cleaning etc.

Office contract cleaning etc only

Agricultural waste disposal and pest 
control services are classified to heading 
0100/3. Establishments buying waste for 
recovery of saleable constituent material 
are classified to heading 6210 or 6220.

Includes sewage purification works and 
sludge disposal.

The cleaning, restoration and maintenance 
of exterior walls of buildings is classi
fied to heading 5010.

872/3pi

872/1

872/2

872/Apt

872/jpt

872/5pt

709/lpt

872/Apt

Establishment for further education (including 
universities)) which specialise in examination 
orientated courses above GCE ’A* level 
standard or equivalent.

Maintained primary and secondary schools School canteens are classified to heading 
6640/2.

Other primary and secondary schools
The Girls Public Day School Trust} The Schools 
Council, the Joint Matriculation Board and 

. other educational administrative units not 
directly controlled by Government Departments 
or Local Authorities.
Further educational establishments (up to and 
including ’A1 level standard)

Skill centres, correspondence colleges (non
degree), own account teachers (non-recreational 
and non-residential) only.

Colleges for airline pilots only.
Special administrative units concerned with 
the above activities eg Workers Educational 
Associatiou and City and Guilds of London 
Institute.
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936 9360 Driving and Flying schools. 709/lpt Flying schools (not providing training for air
line pilots) and motoring schools only

94 940 9400 Research and development 876 Research and development services

Medical research institutions (not attached to 
hospitals) only.

874/lpt

872/4pt Educational research only.
95 Medical and other health services: 

veterinary services

951 9510 Hospitals, nursing homes etc 874/lpt National Health hospital services and privately 
operated hospitals (including dental hospitals 
and state institutions), hospital maternity 
services, nursing homes, mental hospitals and 
similar institutions primarily for treating 
in—patients.

Includes full-time consultants.

952 9520 Other medical care institutions 874/lpt The Public Health Laboratoratory Service, mass 
radiography and blood transfusion services, 
artificial limb and appliance centres etc.

874/2pt Clinics (for out-patients, health centres, 
health visitors, home nurses (National Health 
Service), school nurses and midwives. 
Ambulance Services including the Scottish 
Ambulance Service etc.

874/5pt St Joi in1 a Ambulance Brigade and St Andrew9s 
Ambulance Brigade only.

953 9530 Medical practices 874/lpt Consultants (or specialists) not employed full- 
time by hospitals or clinics only.

874/3pt National Health medical service and private 
general medical practitioners only.

954 9540 Dental practices 874/4pt Dental practices only.
874/2pt School and community dental clinics only.

955 9550 Agency and private midwives, nurses etc 874/5pt Nursing co-operatives, private nursing services 
private midwives, osteopaths, chiropodists, 
physiotherapists etc not employed in hospitals 
etc only.

MLH 874/5 includes private creches and 
private day nurseries which are excluded 
from this heading.

956 9560 Veterinary practices and animal hospitals.
9560/1 Practices and hospitals run by veterinary 

surgeons
879/4pt Veterinary surgeons and veterinary surgeries 

and animal homes run by veterinary surgeons 
only.

Animal homes not providing treatment are 
classified to heading 9890/2.

9560/2 Other animal hospitals under the supervision 
of registered veterinarians.

879/4pt Veterinarians and veterinary surgeries run 
by veterinarians only.
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96 Other services provided to the general public
961 9611 Welfare, charitable and community services

9611/1 Social work «99/3pt Personal social services, field social work and 
charitable services such as NSPCC, RSPCA, pro
bation and after-care service and benevolent 
societies etc who specialise in social work.

Those providing accommodation are 
classified to 9611/2.

874/2pt Day centres for the physically and mentally 
handicapped, (not National Health) and local 
authority day nurseries and creches.

899/7pt Citizens Advice Bureaux
87A/5pt Red Cross Society

9611/2 ’ Social and residential homes 899/3pt Residential homes for the elderly, the handi
capped and children.

88'ipt Students and nurses hostels (or halls of 
residence) YMCA or YWCA hostels only.

963 9631 Trade unions, business and professional 
associations

9631/1 Professional and scientific organisations. 879/3 Professional and scientific organisations
899/6pt Royal Agricultural Society of England only.

9631/2 Business organisations 899/6pt Employers1 associations, chambers of commerce 
and similar business organisations only.

901/6pt Advisory, Conciliation and Arbitration 
Service only.

87?/4pt Educational Association only.
9631/3 Trade unions 899/6pt Trade unions and similar organisations only. i . -. ■ * -5 ■ _z

966 9660 Religious organisations and similar 
associations

875 Religious organisations

899/3pt Freemasons and British Humanist Society only.
969 9690 Tourist offices and other community services.

9690/1 Tourist offices 899/7pt Tourist authorities, boards and information 
centres only.

901/6pt British Tourist Authority.
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9690/2 Other community services 899/3pt Youth centres* Scouts* Girl Guides* YMCA and 
YWCA (not hostel) and other social groups and 
movements.

899/4pt Political organisations and groups such as the 
British Safety Council and the National Council 
for Civil Liberties.

899/7pt Consumer groups* motorists organisations (not 
road patrol or towing service) only.

887pt Students Union only.
97 Recreational services and other cultural

services

971 9711 Film production9 distribution and exhibition
9711/1 Film production 881/lpt Film studios; production of cinematograph 

films including editing and sound track 
preparation.

Film processing is classified to heading 
4930 and production of advertising films 
to 8380.

9711/2 Film distribution 881/lpt Film distributors etc only.
9711/3 1 Cinemas 881/lpt Cinemas and cinema clubs only.

974 97'<1 Radio and television services* theatres etc
9741/1 Radio and television services 881/2pt Broadcast radio and television services 

(including relay services) only.
9741/2 Theatres* concert halls etc 881/2pt Theatres* music halls* concert halls and 

other establishments which stage live 
performances. Independent recording studios 
are included.

Includes performers on the payroll of 
the management

976 9760 Authors* music composers and other own account 
artists n.e.s.

879/5pt Artists* authors* composers* playwrights and 
other own account artists n.e.s.

Freelance journalists are classified to 
heading 8395/^«

977 9770 Libraries* museums* art galleries etc

881/2pt

899/7pt
899/4pt

Own account actors* musicians* orchestras 
etc only.
Street Musician Singer
Museums* art galleries (not art dealers) 
botanical gardens only.

882pt Zoological gardens and menagerie only.
901/6pt Bushey Park and Public Records Office only.
9O6/3pt Local authority libraries only.

• 821/4pt Circulating libraries only.
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899/3pt National library for the blind only.

979 9791 Sport and other recreational services.

9791/1 Sporting facilities and professional 
sports players.

882pt Sporting facilities and organisations and 
professional sports players only.

9791/2 Betting and gambling. 883 Betting and gambling.

9791/3 Other recreational services. 882pt Dance halls and schools, amusement parks, 
funfairs etc only.

881/2pt Circuses, theatrical agencies and theatre 
ticket agencies etc only.

98 Personal services

906/3pt

821/2pt

Parks and commons (local authority or 
municipally owned) only.
Theatrical Costumier (hiring).

981 Laundries, dyers and dry cleaners

9811 Laundries 892 Laundries. Shirt and collar dressing is classified to 
heading 9812.

9812 Dry cleaning and allied services 893pt Dry cleaning, job dyeing, carpet beating etco

892pt Shirt and collar dressing only.

982 9820 Hairdressing and beauty parlours 889 Hairdressing and manicure.

899/7pt Public baths, turkish baths, sauna baths etc 
only.

989 9890 Personal services not elsewhere specified.

• 9890/1 Photographic studios. 899/2pt Portrait photography etc in photographic 
studios which may or may not include the 
developing and printing of films.

Includes street photographers. Commercial 
(advertising) photographers are 
classified to heading 8380.

9890/2 Other personal services. 882pt Astrologers, clairvoyants, fortune-tellers etc 
only.

899/1 Funeral services.

906/3pt Cremation Board only.

899/6pt Breed Society, Horse Breeding Society and 
Shire Horse Association only.

879/5pt Genealogist only. : .......— -------- —
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899/7pt Other services n.e.s. such as animal pound, 
escort agency, emigration agency, musical 
instrument tuning etc.

990 9900 Domestic services. 891 Private domestic service (resident and non
resident)

865pt Secretary (private household) only.

00 000 (1000 Diplomatic representation, international 
organisations, allied armed forces.

899/5 Services of Commonwealth and foreign 
governments •
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